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läTLI VwIFI
DCFN[JL o jIlÉTtJ /J\ S'lTtJ[ \ '[ \ '[ \ '[ \ '
? 5|:TFJGF o| || |
jIlÉTtJ VF{Z S'lTtJ NMGM\ 5Z:5Z /S N};Z[ 5Z lGE"Z /J\
5}ZS C{ \ P 5|tI[S SFjIv;'HG IF S'lTtJ ;FlCtISFZ S[ jIlÉTÀJ
SL CL 5|lTrKFIF VF{Z p;SF 5|;FZ CMTF C{ P SlJ SF jIlÉTÀJ
V5G[ CL VG]~5 lJlXQ8 X{l,IM\ SF DFwID VF{Z p5SZ6M\ SF RIG
SZTF    C{ P ;FlCtISFZ SF jIlÉTÀJ lHTGF DCFG CMUF pTGL CL
p;SL S'l¿ UF{ZJXF,L CMUL P p;SL lGQ9F lHTGL ;tI CMUL4 ZRGF
pTGL CL DCÀJ5}6" CMUL P ;FlCtISFZ SF ;}1D jIlÉTÀJ S[ 5|SFXG
S[ l,/ CL ;FlCtI SL ;H"GF SZTF C{ P lH; 5|SFZ CD V5G[ AM,G[
;[4 p9G[ ;[4 BFG[v5LG[ ;[ VF{Z V5GL KM8L KM8L VFNTM\ ;[ V5G[
jIlÉTÀJ SF 5|SFXG SZT[ C{ \ p;L 5|SFZ ;FlCtISFZ ;FlCtI S[
DFwID ;[ V5G[ jIlÉTtJ SM 5|S8 SZTF C{ P ;FlCtISFZ SL ;'HG
R[TGF 5Z p;S[ jIlÉTÀJ4 ;\:SFZ4 5lZJ[X VF{Z 5lZl:YlTIM\4
VwIIGvDGG S[ lJQFIM\4 I]ULG 5|J'l¿IM\ VFlN SF 5|tI1F VYJF
V5|tI1F 5|EFJ 50³TF ZCTF C{ P JF:TJ D[ \ jIlÉTÀJ4 jIlÉT SL
VNdI 5| [Z6F VF{Z AFæ 5|EFJ SF ;]O, C{ P ;FlCtI SF 5|WFG
VFU|C DFGJ jIlÉT 5Z CL C{ P O,To lS;LvGvlS;L ~5 D[ \
p;SF HLJG ;FlCtI D[ \ jIÉT CM HFTF C{ P J:T]To jIlÉT S[
lJSF; SL ;A;[ A0³L lJX[QFTF IC CMGL RFlC/ lS p;S[ AF{lâS
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ptSQF" ìNI SL EFJFtDS :O}lT" VF{Z p;SL lÊIF D[ \ /S /[;F
;FD\H:I5}6" TFNFtdI ;\Ul9T CMTF ZC[ lS HLJG S[ D}, ZFU SM
lJZMWL :JZM\ ;[ ARFG[ S[ ;FYv;FY jIlÉT :JI\ EL .; 5|SFZ
-³,TF R,[ lS HLJG SL jIF5S S;F{8L D[ \ l;â CMSZ ;FZJFG CM
p9[ P DCFN[JLHL SF jIlÉTtJ /[;F CL ;FZUlE"T VF{Z ;]Ul9T C{ P
;FlCtISFZ SF HLJG lHTGF CL U]~tJ5}6" VF{Z NX"G lHTGF CL
pNFT CMTF C{ p;SF ;H"G EL pTGF CL EjI CMTF C{ P
lCgNL ;FlCtI ;\;FZ D[ \ DCFN[JL ;J"TMD]BL jIlÉTÀJ ;d5gG
KFIFJFNL ZC:IJFNL SJlI+L C{ \ P ;FY CL DCFN[JL D[ \ ;\J[NGXL,TF
VF{Z AC]7TF SL ;DFGTF TM :5Q8 ~5 ;[ lNBFIL N[TL C{ lSgT]
HLJG D[ \ J[ lHTGL 5|;gG VF{Z CF;v5lZCF; l5|I C{4 ;FlCtI D[ \
pTGL CL N]oBFN" P
1. HLJGL  o
lS;L EL ;FlCtISFZ S[ jIlÉTtJ VF{Z S'lTtJ SL UCZF> TS
HFG[ ;[ 5C,[ p;SL HLJGL N[BGF VlGJFI" C{ P jIlÉT SF jIlÉTtJ
p;SL VFG]J\lXS 5Zd5ZFVM\4 5FlZJFlZS /J\ ;FDFlHS JFTFJZ64
lX1FFvNL1FF4 ;\:SFZM\4 J{IlÉTS 5lZl:YlTIF¥ /J\ AFæ VFgTlZS
ägätDS 5|EFJ ;[ lGlD"T J lJSl;T CMTF C{ P VTo DCFN[JL S[
jIlÉTtJ SM ;DhG[ C[T] pGS[ HLJGvJ'¿ SF 7FG V5[l1FT /J\
VFJxIS C{ P
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1.1 HFlT o
5|lTEF ;\5gG DCFN[JL JDF" SF UM+ JDF" C{ \ P IC JDF" 5lZJFZ
SFI:Y HFlT D[ \ VFTF C{ P .;SF 1F[+ D]bI ~5 ;[ p¿Z EFZT DFGF
UIF C{ P I[ SFI:Y D]bI ~5 ;[ /S XCZ ;[ ;\A\W ZBG[JF,[ DFG[
U/4 WLZ[vWLZ[ I[ p¿Z EFZT D[ \ O[, U/ VF{Z V5GF :JT\+ :YF5tI
HDFG[ ,U[ P 19 JL\ ;NL D[ \ lDz HFlT S[ ~5 D[ \ 5CRFGL U>4 .;SF
D]bI S[gã O~"BFAFN ZCF P .; HFlT SF ;\A\W lJX[QF ~5 ;[
A|Fï6M\ S[ 5|EFJ TYF N};ZL TZO HDL\NFZL S[ wI[I SF lDlzT ~5
D[\ 5lZJlT"T SZ N[TF C{ P
DCFN[JL SL p5vHFlT JDF" S[ ;FYv;FY ;É;[GF EL DFGL U>
C{ P ;É;[GF VF{Z JDF" NMGM\ O~"BFAFN  lH,[ TYF pTZv5lxRD D[ \
VJW 5|FgT TS O{,[ C]/ C{ \ P VFH IC HFlT NM lNXFVM\ D[ \ A-³ ZCL
C{ P S]K D}, 5Z\5ZF S[ VFWFZ SM ;\EF,[ C]/ C{4 S]K GF{SZL W\W[ D[ \
V5G[ SM ;D[8[ C]/ C{ \ P GF{SZL SL 5|YF D]bI ~5 ;[ lA|l8XM\ SF
5|EFJ VF{Z 5| [Z6F SCL HF ;STL C{ P lJJFC S[ ;DI EL SFI:Y
5lZJFZ VgI HFlT SL SgIF ;[ lJX[QF lJJFC SZG[ SM T{IFZ ZCT[
Y[ P pGD[ \ HFlT 5|YF SF SM> lJX[QF S0³F lGID GCL\ YF P ICL
SFZ6 C[ lS DCFN[JLHL S[ l5TF X]â SFI:Y Y[ VF{Z pGSL DFTF X]â
J{Q6J 5lZJFZ ;[ VF> YL P WGv;\5NF SL ¹lQ8 ;[ IC HFlT VFZ\E
;[ CL ;D'â DFGL U> C{ P .TGF CL GCL\ .; HFlT S[ ,MU JLZ IF{âF
TYF ACFN]Z EL C{ \ P
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;\1F[5 D[ \ SCF HF ;STF C{ lS HFlT D[ \ 5FI[ HFG[JF,[ ;J"U]6
DCFN[JL HL SM 5|F%T C]/ C{ P CZ 1F[+ D[ \ .;SF lJ:T'T Vl:TtJ AGF
C]VF C{ P DCFN[JL JDF" .;L ;D'â v lJXF, v IMâF HFlT SL prR
VFNXM"JF,L ;\TFG C{ \ P lHGSL AZFAZL VFH TS .; HFlT SL SM>
DlC,F GCL\ SZ 5F> C{ P lC\;F .; HFlT SF ;FDFgI EFJ C{ 5Z
DCFN[JL ;\5}6" ~5 ;[ VlC\;S C{\ P HFlT S[ S]K 5|Rl,T GLlTvlGIDM\
;[ DCFN[JL HL VF5G[ SM D]ÉT ZBTL C{ \ P
1.2 5}J" :YFG o} "} "} "} "
DCFN[JLHL S[ 5}J"H lS;L /S XCZ IF UF¥J D[ \ :YFIL ~5 ;[
GCL\ 9CZ[ P l;TFAZFI ,BGé 1 D[ \ D];,DFG XF;SM S[ ;FY ZCF
SZT[ Y[ P /SAFZ V\U| [HM\ SL ,0³F> D[ \ J[ WFI, CM U/ VF{Z pgCM\G[
V5G[ /S jIlÉTUT lD+ äFZF SC,JFIF lS pGSL 5tGLv5]+ V5G[
UF¥J H,F,FAFN2 R,[ HF/¥ P l;TFAZFI SL 5tGL V5GF UF¥J CMT[
C]/ EL V5G[ Z1FSM\ S[ ;FY DFIS[ O~"BFAFN3 R,L VFIL VF{Z JCL\
5Z :YFIL ~5 ;[ ZCG[ ,UL\ P AF\S[lACFZL GF{SZL W\W[ S[ SFZ6 S]K
;DI TS VJW D[ \ ZC[4 5ZgT] HA VJW 5Z V\U| [HM\ SF VFlW5tI CM
UIF TM J[ ;GŸ 1858 D[ \ 5]Go O~"BFAFN R,[ UI[ VF{Z JCL\ 5Z ZC
SZ V5G[ 5}J"HM\ SL HDL\NFZL ;\EF,G[ ,U[ P AF¥S[lACFZL S[ 5]+
UMlJ\N5|;FN SF HgD O~"BFAFN D[ \ C]VF P4 UMlJgN5|;FN V5G[ l5TF
SL .S,F{TL ;\TFG ZC[ P
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UMlJgN5|;FN pt;FCL jIlÉTtJ WFZ6 SZG[ JF,[ l;â C]/ P
.;L SFZ6 pgCM\G[ 5}J"HM\ S[ 5FZ\5lZS jIJ;FI SM U|C6 GCL\ lSIF4
pgCM\G[ V5GF HLJG :JTo :JT\+ ~5 ;[ lGlD"T lSIF P VFZ\E D[ \
pgCM\G[ É,S" SL GF{SZL :JLSFZ SL VF{Z V5GL 5-³F> HFZL ZBG[ S[
l,/ SFG5]Z5 R,[ U/ P ICL\ 5Z ZCSZ pgCM\G[ AL@/@ TS SL lX1FF
5|F%T SL4 HA .,FCFAFN I]lGJl;"8L ;[ /D@/@ 5F; SZG[SF ;DI
VFIF TM UMlJgN5|;FN /S AFZ lOZ O~"BFAFN ,F{8 UI[ VF{Z JCL\
ZC SZ /D@/@ SL 5ZL1FF pTL6" SL P pgCM\G[ /S :YFG 5Z ZCSZ IF
lS;L /S jIJ;FI S[ ;CFZ[ HLJG GCL\ U]HFZF P pGS[ 5lZRI D[ \
VFG[ 5Z ICL :5Q8 CMTF C{ lS J[ CD[XF R,T[vlOZT[ ZC[ P pGS[
:JrK\N :JEFJ S[ SFZ6 CD[ \ IC 5|J'l¿ lNBF> N[TL C{ P lACFZ ZF¾I
S[ NZE\UF lH,[ D[ \6 EE]VF TYF EFU,5]Z7 D[ \ pgCM\G[ V\U| [HL lX1FS
SL GF{SZL SL P S]K JQFM" S[ AFN J[ EM5F,8 UI[ VF{Z JCF¥ GJFAM\
SL /S ;[lJSF ;\:YF D[ \ SFI" SZG[ ,U[ P
1.3 HgDv:YFG o lJlJW lGJF; :YFG
DCFN[JL JDF" SF HgD p¿Z 5|N[X S[ O~BFAFN GFDS XCZ D[ \
C]VF YF P HA TS J[ lX1FF ,[G[ S[ IMuI G C]> TA TS V5G[ l5TF
S[ ;FY I+vT+ W}DTL ZCL\4 ICL SFZ6 YF lS J[ O~"BFAFN lACFZ4
EM5F, S[ AFN .gNF{Z D[ \ S]K JQFM" \ S[ l,/ :YFIL ~5 D[ \ ZCL\ P
UMlJgN 5|;FN .gNF{Z S[ 0[,L SF¶,[H D[ \ 5|FwIF5S SF SFI" ;\EF,G[
,U[ ,UEU ;GŸ 1907 ;[ ,[SZ ;GŸ 1913 TS J[ .; SFI"1F[+ D[ \ ~S[
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ZC[ P9 HA DCFN[JL S[ lJJFN SF 5|;\U VFIF TM J[ ;GŸ 1914 D[ \
GZl;\CU-³ SL VMZ D]0³ [ P10 GZl;\CU-³ Nl1F6 .gNF{Z SF VF{Z 5lxRD
EM5F, SF /S KM8F ;F ZF¾I YF P11 IC :YFG GF{HJFGM\ S[ SFOL
VFSQF"6 SF S[gã ZCF C{ P
DCFN[JLHL G[ EL .; 1F[+ ;[ 5|FZ\lES ;FlCtI ZRGF SL 5| [Z6F
U|C6 SL CM4 ICL\ ;[ pgC[ \ 5|S'lT SF ZMDF\R TYF :J%GM\ SL ;]GCZL
N]lGIF N[BG[ SL S<5GF XlÉT 5|F%T C]> CM4 /[;F :JLSFZ lSIF HF
;STF C{ P
lX1FF 5|Fl%T S[ l,/ DCFN[JL HL .,FCFAFN VF UIL VF{Z JCL\
KF+FJF; D[ \ ZCSZ 5-³F> SF SFI" SZTL ZCL\ P SFjIvZRGF SL
bIFlT S[ SFZ6 J[ .TGL 5|l;â CM U> YL\ lS .,FCFAFN VF{Z
VF;v5F; S[ 1F[+M\ D[ \ CMG[ JF,L SFjI UMlQ9IF¥ TYF SlJ ;dD[,GM\
D[ \ pGSF AM, AF,F CMG[ ,UF P /D@/@ SL p5FlW 5|F%T SZG[ S[
5xRFTŸ T]ZgT CL DlC,F lJnF5L9 pGSF lGJF; :YFG AG UIF P
lJnF5L9 D[ \ lJlEgG ;]WFZ SZG[ S[ 5xRFTŸ pGSF wIFG ;FlCtISFZM\
SL VMZ UIF P lS;L EL VF5l¿ ;[ l3Z[ C]/ ;FlCtISFZ S[ l,/
/S ;CFZF AG HF/ /[;L ;\:YF SF lGDF"6 lSIF UIF c;FlCtISFZ
;\;N EJGc SL :YF5GF 5|IFU D[ \ ;GŸ 1944 D[ \ SL U> P12 ;FlCtISFZM\
S[ lCTM\ SL Z1FF SZG[ JF,L .; ;\:YF SM R,FG[ S[ l,/ J[ Z;},FAFN13
D[\ CL ZCG[ ,UL\ P
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Z;},FAFN S[ lS;L EL lGZ1FZ U|FDL6 D<,FC ;[ SCF HF/ lS
CD[ \ cU]~HLc S[ ICF ¥ HFGF C{ TM JC A[W0³S DCFN[JL HL S[
lGJF;v:YFG c;FlCtISFZ ;\;NEJGc 5C] ¥RF N[TF C{ \ P
V5G[ l5TF S[ ;\:SFZM\ 5Z 5,L DCFN[JL JDF" pgCL\ S[ ;DFG
lS;L /S :YFG 5Z :YFIL ~5 ;[ GCL\ ZC ;SL\ P 5lZ6FD :J~5
V:J:Y :JF:yI ZCG[ S[ AFJH}N EL J[ SEL .,FCFAFN4 SEL
ZFDU-³ IF SEL G{GLTF, W}DTL ZCTL YL\ P .GS[ lD+M\ SF SCGF C{
lS lJnF5L9 S[ lGJF;:YFG S[ 5xRFTŸ .gC[ \ ZFDU-³ SF lGJF;
lJX[QF l5|I C{ P JCF" \ SL ClZIF,L TYF O},M\ VF{Z 5¿M\ ;[ ;]XMlET
,TFvJ'1F .gC[ \ VtIlWS l5|I C{ \ .; TyI SM :JLSFZ SZT[ C]/ J[
:JI\ SCTL C{ \ ccZFDU-³ CD[ \ SFOL 5;\N C{4 JCF¥ SL XF\lT CDFZ[
5|F6M\ D[ \ pt;FC SL pD\U[ \ EZG[ ,UTL C{ P VJSFX SF ;DI D{ \
lJX[QFSZ ZFDU-³ D[ \ CL lATFTL C} ¥ P ;[A VF{Z ,LRL S[ 5[0³ .;
lGJF; :YFG SM VtIlWS ;]gNZ AGF N[T[ C{ \ Pcc14 :5Q8To DCFN[JL
HL V5G[ l5|I :YFG ZFDU-³ D[ \ CL ZCTL YL P SELvSEL lJnF5L9
SL D],FSFT S[ l,/ VFTL YL4 5ZgT] AFND[ \ J[ lJnF5L9 D[ \ G ZCSZ
.,FCFAFN XCZ S[ AFCZ U\UF S[ lSGFZ[ 5Z DSFG D[ \ ZCTL YL\ P
lH;SL EjITF4 ;]gNZTF DG SM VFSlQF"T lSI[ lAGF GCL\ ZCTL P
1.4 J\Xv5lZRI o\ \\ \
;DFH S[ 5|tI[S jIlÉT 5Z V5G[ J\XHM\ SF 5|EFJ 5FIF HFTF
C{ P HA lS;L DCFGŸ VFtDF S[ ;\5S" D[ \ HFG[ SL TDgGF CMTL C{ TM
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:JFEFlJS ~5 ;[ lH7F;F SL C}S DG SM lJRl,T  SZ N[TL C{ P
5lZ6FD :J~5 CD p; DCFGFtDF S[ ;DL5 G HFSZ ;J"5|YD p;S[
J\XHM\ S[ SZLA 5C] " \R HFT[ C{ \ P .;SF /S D]bI SFZ6 IC EL CM
;STF C{ lS pGSF 5|EFJXF,L jIlÉTtJ CD[ \ DMlCT SZ ,[TF C{ P
;FlCtISFZM\ SL z' \B,F D[ \ cVGDM, CLZ[c SL p5FlW 5|F%T
SZG[JF,L DCFN[JL S[ J\XHM\ SL UFYF UF{ZJ UlZDF ;[ D\l0T C{ P
5|tI[S jIlÉT V5GL 5|lTEF D[ \ VläTLI C{ P l;TFAZFI ACFN]Z IMâF
Y[4 HM D];,DFG XF;SM\ äFZF SFOL ;dDFlGT lSI[ UI[ P pgC[ \ cZFI
;FCAc SF lBTFA EL 5|F%T C]VF YF P15 WGvNF{,T SL ¹lQ8 ;[ EL
IC 5lZJFZ ;D'â ZCF C{ P KM8[ A0³ [ SFIM" \ ;[ B]X CMSZ lSDTL
p5CFZ E[ \8 SZ N[GF .GS[ J{EJ lJ,Fl;TF  S[ 5lZRFIS l;â CMT[
C{ \ P /S AFZ HA l;TFAZFI V¥U| [HM\ ;[ ,0³T[ ;DI 3FIS CM UI[ Y[4
TM pgCM\G[ V5G[ lD+M\ ;[ SCF CDD[ \ ;[ SM> ;FYL AR HFI[ TM JC
D[Z[ ALJLvArRM\ SM ;]Zl1FT :YFG 5Z 5C] ¥RF N[ P pGS[ /S D];l,D
;FYL G[ SCF YF v ccVF5 lOSZ G SZ[ \ ;A VF5SL DHL" S[ D]TFlAS
CL CMUF Pcc16 IC ;]G pgCM\G[ V5G[ CFY SL CLZ[ SL V¥U}9L TYF U,[
D[ \ 50³L ;MG[ SL H\HLZ pTFZ SZ N[ NL YL VF{Z SCF YF ccIC T]dCFZF
.GFD C{ Pcc
AFA} AF¥S[lACFZL V\U| [HL XF;SM\ ;[ SFOL 5|EFlJT ZC[ P pG 5Z
V\U| [HM\ SF 5|EFJ lJ5], DF+F D[ \ 50³F 5ZgT] V\lTD ;DI D[ \ pGSF
;FY KM0³SZ J[ V5G[ J\XHM\ SL 5FZd5lZS HDL\NFZL ;dEF,G[ ,U[
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VF{Z :YFIL ~5 ;[ O~"BFAFN D[ \ ZCG[ ,U[ P .GS[ ;FC;4 JLZTF
VF{Z pt;FC H{;[ U]6M\ SF p¿ZFlWSFZ UMlJgN5|;FN HL SM 5|F%T
C]VF P
UMlJgN 5|;FN HL EL V5G[ J\XHM S[ ;DFG V\U| [HM\ ;[ lC,
lD, SZ ZC[ P pGSL lD+TF SFID SZG[ S[ l,/ J[ CD[XF Tt5Z ZCT[
Y[ P J[ GZl;\CU-³ S[ ZFHS]DFZ S[ lXQI Y[ P17 GF{SZL W\WF KM0³SZ
JQFM" \ TS J[ ZFHFVM\ SL ;[JF D[ \ ,LG ZCT[ Y[ P HLJG S[ 5|tI[S 1F[+
D[ \ 5FxRFtI 5|J'l¿ SM :JLSFZ lSIF VF{Z VFRZ6 D[ \ p;SF 5|IMU
SZT[ ZC[ P ;Z,TF4 SMD,TF4 ;F{dITF TYF pNFZTF VF{Z lJäTF
.GS[ jIlÉTtJ S[ lJlXQ8 U]6 ZC[ C{ \ P .G DCFGŸ 5|lTEFVM\ SF
;DlgJT 5|EFJ DCFN[JL HL S[ HLJG SM NLl%T DI AGFG[ D[ \ ;O,
C]VF C{ \ P pgCM\G[ V5G[ HLJG D[ \ J\XM\ S[ U]6M\ SM CD[XF :JLSFZ
lSIF4 5lZ6FDTo CD N[BT[ C{ \ lS VFH J[ lCgNL ;FlCtI S[ VFSFX
D[ \ /S TFZ[ S[ ;DFG HUDUF ZCL C{ \ P
1.5 HgD o
;FlCtI ;\;FZ SF /S N]EF"uI C{ lS ;FlCtISFZ V5GL S,D ;[
V5GF :5Q8 5lZRI GCL\ N[T[ P HA v HA CD pGS[ HLJG D[ \ 5|J[X
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the day of the Holi Festival that Year."20
- Karine Chomer
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.gCM\G[ clCgN} lJxJ lJnF,Ic SL :YF5GF SL C{ P ;MRF YF4 5\l0T
HL VrKF 5-³FI[ \U[ 5Z J[ D}lK"T CMG[ ,U[ VF{Z SCG[ ,U[ v cVF5 J[N
GCL\ 5-³ ;STL Pcc DCFN[JL HL G[ SCF cJ[NSF, D[ \c .TGL A|ï
JFlNlGIF¥ C]>4 J[ S{;[ C]> 5Z pGSL /S G R,L4 pgCM\G[ 5\l0THL S[
72läTLI VwIFI o DCFN[JL o jIlÉTÀJ /J\ S'lTÀJ
;FDG[ lJãMC lSIF 5ZgT] J[ J[N SL lX1FF CF¥l;, G SZ ;SL\ P
5\l0THL G[ pgC[ \ V5GL lXQIF S[ ~5 D[ \ :JLSFZ GCL\ lSIF P
.;L VJ;Z 5Z UF¥WL AF5} G[ SCF cT} SF¶,[H GCL\ KM0³ [UL mc
DCFN[JL HL G[ p¿Z lNIF v cAF5} CD[ \ 5C,[ VlWSFZ TM lD,[4 HM
CDFZ[ 5F; C{ CL GCL\4 p;[ S{;[ KM0³ [ Pc AF5} lXl1FT VlXl1FT D[ \ E[N
GCL\ DFGT[ Y[4 pgCM\G[ SJlI+L ;ZMlHGL GFI0} TYF VG5-³ S:T}AF
S[ pNFCZ6 lN/ VF{Z SCF I[ jIlÉT lS;L lXl1FT ;[ SD GCL\ C{ P
;GŸ 1932 D[ \ DCFN[JL G[ 5|IFU DlC,F lJnF5L9 D[ \ ;\:S'T lJQFI
,[SZ /D@/@ SL 5ZL1FF p¿L6" SL P .;L ALR S]K ;DI TS V:J:Y
ZCG[ S[ SFZ6 .GSF VwIIG v SFI" :YlUT ZCF P IC ;DI .gCM\G[
ZFDU-³4 TF,]SF VF{Z G{GLTF, S[ E|D6 D[ \ jITLT lSIF P l5TF S[
5|A]â lGZL1F6 v 5ZL1F6 VF{Z pt;FC JW"G S[ SFZ6 5-³F>vl,BF>
D[ \ TYF DFTFHL SL lX1FFvNL1FF ;[ U'CSFI" D[ \ J[ N1F l;â C]> NMGM\
CL 1F[+M\ D[ \ pgC[ \ 5}6" ~5[6 ;O,TF 5|F%T C]> P .;;[ 5|EFlJT CM
:JI\ DCFN[JL HL SCTL C{ \  v cc/S VMZ ;FWGF5}T VFl:TS VF{Z
EFJ]S DFTF TYF N};ZL VMZ ;A 5|SFZ SL ;Fd5|NFlISTF ;[ N}Z
SD"lGQ9 VF{Z NFX"lGS l5TFG[ V5G[vV5G[ ;\:SFZ N[SZ D[Z[ HLJG
SM H{;F lJSF; lNIF4 p;D[\ EFJ]STF A]lâ S[ S9MZ WZFT, 5Z4
;FWGF /S jIF5S NFX"lGSTF 5Z VF{Z VFl:TSTF /S ;lÊI lSgT]
lS;L JU" IF ;d5|NFI D[ \ G A¥WG[JF,L R[TGF 5Z CL l:YT CM ;STL
YL Pcc51 DCFN[JL HL G[ HLJGvp5IMUL ;EL 5|SFZ SL lX1FF U|C6
73läTLI VwIFI o DCFN[JL o jIlÉTÀJ /J\ S'lTÀJ
SL TYF lJlJW EFQFFVM\ SF4 S,FVM\ SF VwIIG SZ HLJG S[
VFNX" SM RlZTFY" lSIF C{ P
1.11 5FlZJFlZSv5lZRI o
5|tI[S lXX] S[ HgD ;[ ,[SZ D'tI] TS S[ ;\:SFZM\ D[ \ J\XHM\ SF
5|EFJ 5|F%T CMTF C{ P .;L SYG SL ;tITF SM :JLSFZT[ C]/ 5|l;â
DGMJ{7FlGS J]0JY" SF SYG C{ lS v ccBehaviour at any moment
depends on the individual's structure, condition and activity inprogress,
and also upon the stimuli received from the environment. Moreover
structure, condition and activity in progress are dependent in part upon
past activity and so on past environment.cc52 ICF¥ 5Z CD N[BT[ C{ \ lS
DCFN[JL JDF" S[ jIlÉTtJ lGDF"6 D[ \ EL pGS[ J\XHM\ TYF 5lZJFZHGM\
VF{Z 5lZJFZ ;[ ;dAgW ZBG[ JF,M\ SF lJX[QF IMUNFG ZCF C{ P pGS[
HLJG D[ \ 5lZJFZ S[  ;\:SFZ .; ~5 D[ \ ;ldDl,T CM U/ C{ \4 H{;[
ELU[ J:+ D[ \ H, SL l:YlT CMTL C{ P J:+ S[ XLT, :5X" ;[ CL
p;SL p5l:YlT SF 7FG CMTF C{ P zL UMlJgN5|;FNHL SL RFZ
;\TFG[ \ YL\ P DCFN[JL4 xIFDFN[JL4 HUDMCG TYF DGDMCG P xIFDFN[JL
DCFN[JL HL S[ ;FY CL ÊF:YJ[8 SF¶,[H D[ \ 5-³TL YL\4 pgCM\G[ .^8Z
TS SL lX1FF 5|F%T SL P .;S[ AFN pGSF lJJFC zL AFA}ZFD
;É;[GFHL S[ ;FY ;d5gG C]VF P I[ 5|IFU lJxJlJnF,I D[\ 5|FwIF5S
Y[ P HA DCFN[JLHL /D@/@ SL KF+F YL TA AFA}ZFD HL pGS[
U]~HL Y[ P pgCM\G[ DCFN[JL SM ;\:S'T SL lX1FF 5|NFG SL YL P AFN
.,FCFAFN D[ \ ZCSZ lGJ'¿ HLJG lATFIF P .GSL ;\TFGM\ D[ \ ;FT
5]l+IF¥ VF{Z /S 5]+ C{ \ P xIFDFHL SF N[CFgT .,FCFAFN D[ \ 26
74läTLI VwIFI o DCFN[JL o jIlÉTÀJ /J\ S'lTÀJ
lN;dAZ ;GŸ 1976 SM C]VF4 DCFN[JL HL S[ EF> HUDMCG SL EL
D'tI] CM U>4 lHGSF 5lZJFZ VFHEL EM5F, D[ \ l:YT C{ \ P .GS[
;A;[ KM8[ EF> DGDMCG V5G[ 5lZJFZ S[ ;FY S,S¿[ D[ \ ZCT[ Y[ P
.G RFZM\ ;\TFGM\ D[ \ DCFN[JL HL CL ;EL 1F[+M\ D[ \ VlU|D ZCL C{ \ P J[
5}Z[ 5lZJFZ SL S[gã AGL C]> YL P pGS[ jIlÉTtJ D[ \ ;EL 5}J"HM\ S[
S]K G S]K V\X VJxI 5F/ HFT[ C{ \ P pGD[ \ EFZTLI ;\:S'lT S[ ;J"
,1F6 lJnDFG C{ \ TYF pGS[ 5F; 7FG SF V1FI E\0FZ C{ P 5}J"HM\
S[ lJlEgG 5|EFJM\ G[ CL pgC[ \ lCgNL SL lJN]QFL ,[lBSF AGF lNIF
C{ P DCFN[JL HL S[ HLJG ;[  ;dAgW ZBG[ JF,[ S]K jIlÉTIM\ SF
5lZRI ;\1F[5 D[ \ .; 5|SFZ N[BF HF ;STF C{ P
1.12 l5TFDC SF 5|EFJ o| || |
l5TFDC AFA} AF¥S[lACFZL HL ACFN]Z TYF pt;FCL l5TF SL
.S,F{TL ;\TFG Y[ P /S AFZ pGS[ l5TF l;TFAZFI V\U| [HM\ SL ,0³F>
D[ \ 3FI, CM  U/4 ARG[ SL SM> pdDLN G ZCL4 TA .GSL DFTF pgC[ \
,[SZ V5G[ DFIS[ VF U> P V\U| [HL ;ZSFZ A[8[ SL CtIF G SZ N[
.;L 0Z ;[ pgCM\G[ DCTFAZFI SF GFDAN,SZ AF¥S[lACFZL JDF" ZB
lNIF HM VFH TS 5|Rl,T ZCF P AF¥S[lACFZL VFI" ;DFHL Y[ P
pGSF jIlÉTtJ HDL\NFZL 9F9 ;[ EZF C]VF YF P IC 5lZJFZ 5Zd5ZF
SL 5|6Fl,SFVM\ ;[ D]ÉT GCL\ YF P SgIF JW H{;[ lZJFHM\ SM .;
5lZJFZ G[ :JLSFZ GCL\ lSIF ÉIM\lS 5Ll-³IM\ ;[ .GS[ ICF¥ ,1DL SF
HgD C]VF CL GCL\ YF P ICL SFZ6 YF lS DCFN[JL HL SM DF¥ N[JL
N]UF" S[ T5 SF O, DFGF UIF P AF,vlJJFC4 :+L lX1FF SF lJZMW4
75läTLI VwIFI o DCFN[JL o jIlÉTÀJ /J\ S'lTÀJ
é¥RvGLR S[ E[NvEFJ .GS[ jIlÉTtJD[ \ 5F/ HFT[ C{ \ P .G 5Zd5ZFVM\
SF .gCM\G[ ;DY"G lSIF C{ P
AF¥S[lACFZLHL pN} "4 OFZ;L HFGT[ Y[ TYF OFZ;L4 CFlOH4 ~DL
VFlN ;}OL SlJIM\ SM 5-³FIF SZT[ Y[ P53 .GSL lJäTF S[ SFZ6
HDL\NFZL JU" D[ \ .GSF lJlXQ8 :YFG YF P O~¥BFAFN S[ 5|l;â
jIlÉTIM\ D[ \ pGSL U6GF CMTL YL P ;FlCtISFZ TYF ;\TvDCFtDF
VF{Z lJN[XL lJäFGŸ VÉ;Z .GS[ ICF ¥ RRF"vlJRFZ6F S[ l,/
/Sl+T CMT[ Y[ P ICL SFZ6 C{ lS DCFN[JL HL S[ jIlÉTtJ 5Z
.GSL lJäTF SF 5|EFJ IMuI DF+F D[ \ 50³F C{ P N};ZL TZO NFNFHL
S[ ;DFG CL J[ G TM ;d5}6" ~l-³R]:T 5Zd5ZF SM DFGTL C{ \4 G CL
~l-³ D]ÉT lJRFZM\ SM :5Q8 :JLSFZ SZTL C{ \4 J[ HCF¥ H{;F VJ;Z
5FTL C{ \4 JCF¥ p;L S[ VG]~5 IMuI DFU" SM V5GFTL C{ P IC .GSL
jIlÉTUT lJlXQ8TF C{4 lH;SF lJSF; l5TFDC S[ ;\:SFZM\ S[ SFZ6
lJSl;T C]VF C{ P
1.13 GFGFvGFGL SF 5|EFJ o| || |
GFGF ;]gNZ,F, HA,5]Z D[ \ TC;L,NFZ Y[ P VFHEL JCF¥ 5Z
pGSF AF0³F DF{H}N C{ P GFGF lCgNL ;\:S'T S[ lJäFG Y[ VF{Z ;FY CL
5n ZRGF EL SZT[ Y[ P HA,5]Z S[ ;d5gG VF{Z 5|lTlQ9T jIlÉTIM\
D[ \ .GSL U6GF C]VF SZTL YL P J[ V5G[ lGBF,;4 lDTEFQFL4
lD,G;FZ :JEFJ S[ SFZ6 VFAF,vJ'âM\ ;EL S[ l5|I Y[ P DCFN[JL
HL G[ V5G[ GFGLHL SM GCL\ N[BF4 pgC[ \ GFGLHL SL IFN C{ P GFGLHL
76läTLI VwIFI o DCFN[JL o jIlÉTÀJ /J\ S'lTÀJ
S[ D]B ;[ DCFN[JL HL ZFHFvZFGL4 ZFHS]DFZL TYF 5lZIM\ SL SCFGL
;]GT[ v ;]GT[ S<5GF ,MS SL p0³FG EZG[ ,UTL YL\ P ATFIF HFTF
C{ lS C[DZFGL HL SM l5TF S[ ;EL ;\:SFZ 5|F%T Y[4 TM IC :JFEFlJS
YF lS J[ V5G[ ;FY lCgNL4 ;\:S'T S[ ;\:SFZ ,[SZ VF> CM ¦ ICL
;\:SFZ 5|lÊIF DCFN[JL HL 5Z :5Q8 ~5;[ ,l1FT CMTL C{ P N};Z[
XaNM\ D[ \ SCF HF/ TM DCFN[JL HL 5Z pGS[ GFGFvGFGL S[ ;\:SFZM\
SF 5|EFJ pGS[ jIlÉTtJ 5Z lJX[QF DF+FD[ \ N'lQ8UMRZ CMTF C{ P
1.14 l5TF SF 5|EFJ o| || |
l5TFzL UMlJgN5|;FN A0³[ ;F{dI VF{Z C¥;vD]B :JEFJ S[ jIlÉT
Y[ P .GSF HLJG V\U| [HM\ S[ ;FlgGwI D[ \ .gNF{Z TYF GZl;\CU-³ SL
lZIF;TM\ D[ \ ALTF YF P VFZdE D[ \ J[ .gNF{Z S[ 0[,L SF¶,[H D[ \
VwIF5G SFI" SZT[ Y[ P p; ;DI GZl;\CU-³ S[ ZFHS]DFZ .GS[
lXQI Y[ P S]K ;DI S[ AFN .gCM\G[ GF{SZL KM0³ NL VF{Z :JT\+ ~5
;[ DCFZFH SL ;[JFD[ \ ZCG[ ,U[ P pGS[ 5F{+v5F{l+IF¥ pgC[ \ cp¾H0³
V\U| [Hc TYF cGreat English manc S[ ~5 D[ \ HFGT[ C{ \ P ;]AC p9SZ
RFI 5LGF4 NF{0³GF4 S]¿[ 5F,GF4 lXSFZ SZG[ HFGF TYF 5M,M\ H{;[
B[, B[,GF .tIFlN XF{S Y[ P54 .GS[ jIlÉTÀJ S[ 5lZRI ;[ IC
:5Q8 CMTF C{ lS .gCM\G[ V5GL lH\NUL AFNXFCL 9F8 ;[ U]HFZL TYF
5lZJFZ S[ 5|tI[S jIlÉT S[ 5lZRI SM :JT\+ ;¿F EL NL P .gCM\G[
V\U| [HM\ S[ ;FY ZC SZ DF;vDK,L H{;[ BFn jI\HGM\ SM :JI\ EL
BFIF VF{Z 5]+M\ SM BFG[ SL .HFHT EL N[ ZBL YL4 5ZgT] V5GL 5]+L
DCFN[JL TYF xIFDF SM DF¥;FCFZ jI\HGM\ ;[ N}Z ZBF P
77läTLI VwIFI o DCFN[JL o jIlÉTÀJ /J\ S'lTÀJ
J[ EFQF6 SZG[ SL S,F D[ \ lG5]6 Y[ P GZl;\CU-³ S[ ;F\:S'lTS4
WFlD"S4 ;FDFlHS VFIMHGM\ D[ \ pgC[ \ EFQF6 S[ l,/ VJxI lGD\l+T
lSIF HFTF YF P UMlJgN 5|;FNHL G[ .,FCFAFN lJxJlJnF,I D[ \
V\U| [HL ,[SZ /D@/@ SL 5ZL1FF 5F; SL YL P VwIIG SZT[ ;DI J[
D]bI ~5 ;[ lD<8G4 RF{;Z4 X[É;l5IZ H{;[ V\U| [H lJäFGM\ SL S'lTIF¥
5;\N SZT[ Y[ P SELvSEL SF{T]C,JX J[ p; ;DI S[ lT,:DL4
HF;};L p5gIF; cRgãSF\TF ;\TlTc TYF cE}TGFYc VFlN S[ S]K V\X
5-³ l,IF SZT[ Y[ VF{Z .gC[ \ 5-³SZ J[ SCT[ Y[ ccI[ TM X[BlRl<,IM\
SL SCFGL C{ \ P .gC[ \ SM> X[B lR<,L CL 5-³ ;STF C{ Pcc55 ;FlCtI
5| [DL l5TF SF 5|EFJ DCFN[JLHL 5Z :5Q8 ~5 D[ \ ,l1FT CMTF C{ P
p; ;DI SYF ;FlCtI S[ 1F[+ D[ \ DCFN[JL SL HFGSFZL 5\RT\+ TS
CL ;LlDT YL P ICF¥ IC JCL ALH C{4 lH;G[ .TG[ JQFM" D[ \ V\S]lZT
CMSZ .TGL ;3GTF 5F ,L lS pgC[ \ 5X]v5l1FIM\ SL SYF SCG[ D[ \
;]B lD,G[ ,UF P IC :JLSFZF HF ;STF C{ lS cD[ZF 5lZJFZc XFIN
.;L SF 5lZ6FD CM P
zL UMlJgN 5|;FNHL S[ jIlÉTtJ D[ \ NIF4 ;CFG]E}lT4 VFtDLITF
K,S 50³TL C{ P ZFHGLlTS4 ;FDFlHS4 WFlD"S TYF ;F\:S'lTS
VFlN ;EL 1F[+M\ D[ \ pgCM\G[ A0³L ,UG VF{Z D{+L EFJGF ;[ SFI"
lSIF P .gC[ \ V\U| [HL VF{Z pN} " ;FlCtI SL VMZ VU|;Z lSIF UIF P
.gC[ \ ;\ULT SL lJX[QF ~lR YL4 ;FY CL UFG[ SL S,F D[ \ EL SFOL
lG5]6 Y[4 TEL TM 5tGL S[ ;FY A{9SZ 3\8M EHG UFIF SZT[ Y[ P
.GS[ jIlÉTtJ SM GFl:TS :JEFJ JF,F ATFIF HFTF C{ 5ZgT]
78läTLI VwIFI o DCFN[JL o jIlÉTÀJ /J\ S'lTÀJ
CSLST D[ \ .; TyI SM :JLSFZF GCL\ HF ;STF ÉIM\lS J[ 5tGL S[
;FY A{9SZ 3\8M\ TS 5}HFv5F9 SZT[4 D\+ HF5 SZT[4 SYF SZT[
VF{Z ;]GT[ TYF 5]:TS VF{Z 5]l:TSFVM\ SF ;\U|CSZ pG 5Z RRF"
SZT[4 V5G[ DTM\ SL D]ÉT VlEjIlÉT SZT[ Y[ P .; lJQFI D[ \
DCFN[JL HL SF :5Q8 SYG C{ Pcc l5TF GFl:TS TM GCL\ 5Z ;\N[CJFNL
Y[ P pGSF SCGF YF lS ccD{ \ >xJZS[ Vl:TtJ S[ AFZ[ D[ \ S]K GCL\
SC ;STF4 JC D[Z[ 5]SFZG[ ;[ GCL\ VFTF P D{ \ p; DG]QI SM HFGTF
C} ¥4 HM D[Z[ 5]SFZG[ 5Z D[ZL ;CFI SM NF{0³F VFTF C{ P cDCFN[JL HL
HA pgC[ \ GCFvWM SZ ;tIGFZFI6 SL SYF ;]GT[ N[BTL IF WFlD"S
VG]Q9FG D[ \ A{9 lJlWJT 5}HF SZT[ N[BTL TM 5}KTL v ccSD"vSF\0
D[ \ lJxJF; GCL\ TM IC ;A ÉIM\ SZT[ CM Pc TA J[ p¿Z N[T[ cD{ \
EUJFGŸ SM GCL\ DFGTF 5Z T]dCFZL DF¥ SM DFGTF C} ¥4 p;[ ;\TMQF N[G[
D[ \ D]h[ ;]B lD,TF C{ \ Pcc56 .;[ jIF5S WD" SL EFJGF CL SCF HF
;STF C{ P
VFI" ;DFH SL 5|Rl,T 5Zd5ZFVM\ SF ;FDGF SZT[ C]/ pgCM\G[
VFHLJG lX1FF ;\:YFVM\ ;[ lJX[QF ;dAgW ZBF P pgCM\G[ :+L lX1FF
SM plRT DFGF4 ICL SFZ6 C{ lS DCFN[JL HL prR lX1FF 5|F%T SZ
;SL\ P ArRM\ SL V;FWFZ6 5|lTEF VF{Z A]lâ SL 5|BZTF N[BSZ
5|Mt;FCG N[G[ D[ \ pgCM\G[ SEL R]S GCL\ SL P
DCFN[JL HL S[ jIlÉTtJ 5Z pGS[ l5TF S[ ;EL 5|EFJ :5Q8
~5 ;[ 5|F%T CMT[ C{ \ P lJäFGŸ l5TF SL lJN]QFL 5]+LG[ pGS[ VFNXM" \
79läTLI VwIFI o DCFN[JL o jIlÉTÀJ /J\ S'lTÀJ
VF{Z VFSF\1FFVM\ SM 5}6" SZ lNBFIF C{ P l5TF ;[ 5|F%T ;\:SFZ
DCFN[JL SM prRTF S[ lXBZ 5Z ,[ HFT[ C{ \ P
1.15 DFTF SF 5|EFJ o| || |
DFTF C[DZFGL N[JL VF:YFJFG4 S,FlJN GFZL YL\ P .GSF lJJFC
lJZMWL TÀJM\ S[ ALR ;d5gG C]VF YF P UMlJgN 5|;FNHL VFI"
;DFHL Y[ VF{Z I[ J{Q6J ;DFHL YL\ P SFOL KM8L pD| D[ \ lJSl;T
5Z:5Z VFltDS ;]DW]Z 5| [D S[ VFU[ 5lZJFZJF,M\ SM J{JFlCS lJZMWL
;EL TtJM\ SF ;DFWFG SZGF 50³F P ATFIF HFTF C{ lS DCFN[JL S[
HgD ;DI .GSL pD| l;O" 15 JQF" YL P .gC[ \ :S},L lX1FF V<5 DF+F
D[ \ 5|F%T C]> 5ZgT] jIFJCFlZS lX1FF D[ \ I[ lG5]6 YL\ P .GSF wIFG
CD[XF >xJZ ElÉT D[ \ CL ZCF SZTF P EUJFGŸ zL S'Q6 .GS[ p5F:I
N[J Y[ P I[ ElÉT S[ EHG VF{Z ULT :JI\ AGFTL VF{Z DW]Z ZFU D[ \
UFTL YL\ P DCFN[JLHL SF SCGF C{ v cclCgNL  DF¥ S[ ;FY HA,5]Z
;[ CL VF> P VgIYF ;A OFZ;L4 pN} " AM,T[ Y[ v N]UF" .GS[ S], SL
N[JL YL P DF¥ S[ VFG[ S[ AFN ;[ CL ZFDv;LTF SL 5}HF X]~ C]> P
HA J[ 5C,L AFZ ;;]ZF, VF>4 TEL pGS[ ;FY 5F,SL D[ \ KM8[  ;[
l;\CF;G D[ \ ZFDv;LTF SL D}lT" ,F> YL\ P57 .GSL :DZ6 XlÉT AC]T
VrKL YL4 ZFDFI64 DCFEFZT4 ULTF S[ VG[S V\X .gC[ \ IFN Y[ P I[
;}Z VF{Z DLZF S[ CD[XF UFTL ZCTL YL\ P clJGIv5l+SFc TM .gC[ \
;d5}6" S\9:Y YL P T],;LNF; SL EÉT CMG[ S[ SFZ6 ZFD .GS[ .Q8
N[J Y[ P R{+ D[ \ ZFD HgD S[ VJ;Z 5Z GF{ lNG TS ZFDFI6 SF 5F9
80läTLI VwIFI o DCFN[JL o jIlÉTÀJ /J\ S'lTÀJ
.; EF¥lT SZTL lS ZFDGJDL S[ lNG 5F9 5}6" CM HFTF P V\T D[ \
W}DvWFD ;[ ZFDFI6 VF{Z ZFDRgãHL SL VFZTL SZTL VF{Z lOZ
5|;FN AF¥8TL P ;J[Z[ RFZ AH[ p9SZ :GFGFlN ;[ lGJ'T CMSZ J[ 5}HF
U'C D[ \ R,L HFTL YL\ P
ElÉT S[ ;FY C[DZFGLHL SM ;\ULT D[ \ EL lJX[QF ~lR YL P
xIFDFN[JL ;É;[GF SF SCGF C{ \ lS v ccDF¥ VF{Z l5TFHL NMGM\ SM CL
UFG[ SF A0³F XF{S YF P@@@ DF¥ 5ZN[ S[ VgNZ ;[ UFGF ;]GFTL /J\
;LBTL\ P DF:8Z ;FCA S[ R,[ HFG[ S[ AFN 3Z S[ VgNZ CL J[ ;A
:JZ lGSF,G[ ,UL\4 ;EL ZFUvZFlUGLIF¥ CFZDMlGID 5Z pTFZG[
,UL\ P J[ -[ZM\ UFG[ ;LB U> Pcc58 SD"9 HLJG D[ \ lJxJF; SZG[
JF,L lJN]QFL G[ V5G[ 5lZJFZ SL ;d5}6" ZLlT ;[ N[BEF, SL ÉIM\lS
pGD[ \ EFZTLI GFZL S[ ;EL VFNX" DF{H}N Y[ P :JI\ XFSFCFZL CMG[ S[
AFJH}N EL J[ 5lT SM DF¥;FCFZL EMHG 5ZM;TL P DFTFG[ DCFN[JL
SM N]lGIFNFZL S[ CZ 1F[+ D[ \ SF{X<I ;[ HLGF l;BFIF P DCFN[JLHL
DFTF S[ 5|EFJM\ S[ SFZ6 CL EFZTLI VF{Z 5FxRFtI ;\:S'lT SM A0³L
;Z,TF ;[ 5L U> P pgC[ \ ;FDFlHS4 WFlD"S VFlN lS;L EL 1F[+ D[
D];LATM\ SF ;FDGF GCL\ SZGF 50³F P TLJ| A]lâXF,L DCFN[JL SM
C[DZFGLHL V5G[ ;FY ULT VF{Z EHG UJFTL YL\ P lR+ lJ:TFZ SM
5|lTOl,T SZG[ JF,L ;\J[NGXL,TF S[ ;\:SFZ DCFN[JL HL S[ X{XJ
D[ \ CL 5|tI1F 5|S8 CM U/ Y[4 HM ;FWGF 5}T VFl:TS DFTF S[ 5|EFJ
;[ XLW| CL  pÛL%T CM p9[ P DFTF SL ;F¥J,L ;}ZT4 NIF4 DDTF4
SMD,TF VF{NFI" VF{Z lGxW,TF S[ U]6M\ ;[ RDSTL ZCTL YL P
81läTLI VwIFI o DCFN[JL o jIlÉTÀJ /J\ S'lTÀJ
DCFN[JL :JI\ l,BTL C{ \ lS v ccDF¥ S[ SFZ6 CDFZF 3Z BF;F
cH}c AGF ZCTF YF P AFA}HL HA ,F{8T[ TA 5|FIo SEL SM> ,¥U0³F
lEBFZL AFCZ S[ NF,FG D[ \ EMHG SZTF ZCTF4 SEL SM> ;}ZNF;
l5K³JF0[ S[ äFZ 5Z B\H0³L AHFSZ EHG ;]GFTF CMTF4 SEL 50³M;
SF SM> NlZã AF,S GIF S]ZTF 5CGSZ VF¥UG D[ \ RF{S0³L EZTF
lNBF> N[TF4 SEL SM> J'â A|Fï6L E\0FZ 3Z SL N[C,L 5Z ;LWF
Ul9IFT[ lD,TL P AR5G ;[ A0³ [ CMG[ TS DF¥ G HFG[ lSTGL jIFbIF
p5jIFbIFVM\ S[ ;FY .; jIJCFZ ;}+ SM ;DhFTL ZCL C{ lS CDFZL
lXQ8TF SL 5ZL1FF TA GCL\ CMTL HA SM> A0³F VlTlY CD[ \ V5GL
S'5F SF NFG N[G[ 3Z D[ \ VFTF C{4 JZGŸ p; ;DI CMTL C{ HA SM>
E},F E8SF lEBFZL äFZ 5Z B0³F CMSZ CDFZL NIF S[ S6 S[ l,/
CFY O{,F N[TF C{ P59 lJZMWL jIlÉTtJ S[ WGL DFTFvl5TF /S CL
KT S[ GLR[ ;F\;FlZS ;]B VF{Z J{EJ ;[ HLJG RIG SZT[ Y[4 pGS[
ALR SEL EL NZFZ GCL\ 50³L .;L 5|EFJ S[ 5lZ6FD :J~5 DCFN[JL
HL SM DFTF ;[ ;F\;FlZS4 jIFJCFlZS VF{Z WFlD"S lX1FF 5|F%T C]>
TYF l5TF S[ lGZL1F6 v 5ZL1F6 /J\ 5|Mt;FCG G[ DCFN[JL SM 5-³F>
l,BF> VF{Z .TZ SFIM" \ D[ \ 5|JL6 SZ lNIF P
1.16 lJäFGM\ SF ;d5S" o\ "\ "\ "\ "
DCFN[JL HL  /S /[;[ I]U D[ \ 5,L\4 HA RFZM\ VMZ lJäFGM\ SL
EL0³ ,UL C]> lNBF> N[TL YL\ P pGS[ HLJG D[ \ /S GCL\ VG[S 1F[+
S[ jIlÉT  VFI[ P ZFHG{lTS4 ;FDFlHS4 ;FlCltIS4 WFlD"S .tIFlN
82läTLI VwIFI o DCFN[JL o jIlÉTÀJ /J\ S'lTÀJ
;EL 1F[+M\ SF pgCM\G[ SFOL lGS8 ;[ ;d5S" lSIF P I]UvI]UFgTZM\
SL 5Zd5ZFG];FZ 7FG TYF VG]EJ S[ VFWFZ 5Z IC DFGGF 50³TF C{
lS CZ DG]QI ;D}C SM DFGJ S<IF6 ;dAgWL S]K ;J"DFgI l;âFgT
VJxI :JLSFZG[ 50³T[ C{\4 HM pGSM :JLSFZ GCL\ SZT[4 J[ V;FDFlHS
SL ;\7F 5FT[ C{ \4 5ZgT] 5|tI[S I]U4 5|tI[S ;DFH D[ \ S]K DCFGŸ
VFtDF/¥ EL CMTL C{ \4 HM V5G[ ;d5}6" HLJG SM DFGJ S<IF6
;dAgWL l;âFgTM\ SL 5|IMUXF,F ;[ VlWS DCÀJ GCL\ N[TL P pGS[
5F; S[J,4 l;âFgT4 p;D[\ lGlCT ;tI ;FwI VF{Z HLJG ;FWG DF+
ZC HFTF C{ P .;L 5|SFZ S[ V;FWFZ6 S]X, lXl<5IM\ SF 5|EFJ
DCFN[JL HL 5Z VAMWSF, ;[ V\T TS 50³TF ZCF C{ P
.G lJäFGM\ SL STFZ D[ \ UF¥WLHL VU|LD ZC[ P 5|F6M\ D[ \ l:YT
CJF SL EF¥lT TYF ìNI D[ \ l:YT ;tI SL EF¥lT UF¥WLHL S[ VFNX"
DCFN[JL S[ jIlÉTtJ D[ \ l:YT ZC[ \ P GC[~HL SF ;d5S" DCFN[JL HL
S[ HLJG D[ \ /S EF> TYF DFU"NX"S S[ ~5 D[ \ 5FIF HFTF C{ \ P lNjI
;FWGF S[ JFCS 5]~QFM¿D NF; 8\0GHL SF TLJ| 5|EFJ DCFN[JL HL
S[ jIlÉTtJ 5Z 5|F%T CMTF C{ P .;L 5|EFJ S[ SFZ6 DCFN[JLHL
V5GF ,1I4 V5GL ;FWGF SM /S VF:YF S[ ~5D[ \ :JLSFZ SZTL
C{ \ P ZFHGLlTS 1F[+ D[ \ EFZT S[ 5|YD ZFQ8=5lT S[ ~5D[ \ VFI[ C]/
ZFH[gã AFA} SF 5|EFJ DCFN[JLHL 5Z :5Q8 ~5 ;[ 5|F%T CMTF C{ P
V5GL AF,;BL zLDTL .gNLZFUF¥WL S[ ;FY DCFN[JLHL EL VFZdE
;[ V\T TS SEL 5|tI1F SEL 5ZM1F ~5 D[ \ pGS[ ;FY SND lD,FSZ
R,TL ZCL\ P
83läTLI VwIFI o DCFN[JL o jIlÉTÀJ /J\ S'lTÀJ
DCFN[JL HL G[ ZFHGLlTS[ VG[S jIlÉTIM\ ;[ ;d5S" :YFl5T
lSIF 5Z J[ pGS[ K,vS58 ;[ SEL 5|EFlJT G C]>\ P pgCM\G[ HGv;[JF4
;DFHv;[JF SM CL VFSQF"6 SF S[gã AGFIF P .;L ;[ ;dAlgWT
lJRFZM\ TYF VFNXM¥ SM pgCM\G[ ;CH ~5 D[ \ U|C6 lSIF C{ P
B0³LAM,L D[ \ 5C,L AFZ cRF¥Nc 5l+SF D[ \ DCFN[JLHL SL cNL5Sc
XLQF"S ;[ ZRGF K5G[ 5Z 5| [DR\NHL SF 5|X\;F 5+ lD,F P 5| [DR\NHL
S[ ;FlCtI /J\ jIlÉTtJ ;[ 5lZlRT DCFN[JL SM ;F1FFtSFZ SF
DF{SF lD,F P ;FY CL WLZ[vWLZ[ ;FlCtI 5| [D /J\ 5| [Z6F A-³TL UIL P
DCFN[JL SF,HIL 5| [DR\N SM V\T ;DI TS E},F GCL\ 5FIL P
;FlCtI TYF jIJCFZ VFlN 1F[+M\ D[ \ DCFN[JL HL NNŸNF sD{lY,LXZ6
U]%Tf S[ ;FY SFOL lGS8:Y ;dAgW ZCF P J[ CD[XF pGS[ VlEEFJS
~5 D[ \ ;FDG[ VFT[ ZC[ P DCFN[JLHL SL CZ D]lxS, SM C, CZG[ SF
VlWSFZ pgC[ \ 5|F%T YF P I]U S[ DCFGŸ ;\N[XJFCS SJLgã ZJLgã SM
DCFN[JL HL G[ TLG 5|SFZ S[ 5lZJ[XM\ D[ \ N[BF lH;;[ pt5gG VG]E]lTIF¥
SMD, 5|EFT4 5|BZ NM5CZL VF{Z SM,FC, D[ \ lJzFD SF ;\S[T N[TL
C]> ;\wIF S[ ;DFG C{ \ P DCFN[JL HL SM ZJLgãHL SF 5|tI1FLSZ6
V<5 ;DI SF ZCF P J[ pGS[ VtI\T lGS8 G HF ;SL lOZ EL pGS[
VFNXM" \ SF 5|EFJ DCFN[JL HL 5Z VlD8 ~5 D[ \ 5|F%T CMTF C{ P
V5G[ HLJG D[ \ TM DCFN[JL HL G[ .G DCFtDFVM\ S[ VFNXM" SM
CJF5FGL SL TZC S{N SZ l,IF 5Z CD[XF VgI EFZTLI EL .GSF
VG]SZ6 SZ[ \4 ICL V5[1FF J[ ZBTL C{ P
84läTLI VwIFI o DCFN[JL o jIlÉTÀJ /J\ S'lTÀJ
1.17 lD+vD\0, o\ \\ \
DCFN[JL HL AR5G ;[ CL /SFSL HLJG HLTL VF> C{ P lS;L
jIlÉT lJX[QF ;[ pGSF 3lGQ9 ;dAgW GCL\ ZCF P lJnFYL" HLJG D[\ pGS[
S]K lD+ 5FI[ HFT[ C{\4 lHGS[ 5|lT pGS[ DG D[\ D{+L EFJGF  ZCL P
;]EãF S]DFZL RF{CFG SM CD pGSL ;A;[ lGS8:Y ;C[,L SC
;ST[ C{ \ P DCFN[JL HL HA V5GL ACG S[ ;FY ÊF:YJ[8 SF¶,[H D[ \
ETL" C]> TA pGSL 5|YD ;C[,L ;]EãFHL YL\ lHgCM\G[ /S JQF" 5xRFTŸ
CL J{JFlCS HLJG :JLSFZ SZ l,IF YF P .; KM8[ ;[ ;DI D[ \
pGSL VFtDLITF SFOL ¹-³ CM UIL YL P lJJFC S[ 5xRFTŸ ;]EãF
S]DFZL G[ ZFHGLlT 1F[+ D[ \ 5|J[X SZ V5G[ TGvDG VF{Z WG SM ZFQ8=
S[ l,/ gIF{KFJZ SZ lNIF P N};ZL TZO DCFN[JHL ;FlCtI ZRGF
VF{Z VwIF5G SFI" D[ \ lGDuG ZCL P NMGM\ 5Z:5Z /S N};Z[ SL V\TZ\U
lD+ V\T ;DI TS AGL ZCL\ P ;GŸ 1948 D[ \ /S DM8Z N]W"8GF D[ \
;]EãFS]DFZL SF N[CFgT CM UIF P SELvSEL HA pgC[ \ AR5G SL
IFN VFTL TM J[ ;]EãF SM GCL\ E}, 5FTL\ YL\ P pGS[ Vl:Y lJ;H"G
S[ ;DI J[ V:J:Y :JF:yI CMG[ S[ AFJH}N EL VgI jIlÉTIM\ S[
;FY ;\UD 5Z U>\ P JCF¥ 5Z T5T[ ;}ZH VF{Z V5G[ :J:yI SM SM;G[
,UL\ P UCG J[NGF G[ G HFG[ lSTG[ lJRFZM\ SM HgD lNIF YF4 5ZgT]
V\T D[ \ ICL SCTL ZCL\ v cc;]EãF CL D[ZL V\TZ\U lD+ YL Pcc60
ÊF:YJ[8 SF¶,[H D[ \ VgI lD+M\ ;[ EL ;d5S" C]VF4 lHGD[ \ NM
lÊlxRG ,0³lSIF¥ EL YL\ v /,LG XM VF{Z /ZLG AMGMO[S; Pcc61
85läTLI VwIFI o DCFN[JL o jIlÉTÀJ /J\ S'lTÀJ
/,LG UZLA 5lZJFZ ;[ VF> YL P DCFN[JLG[ p;[ V5GL ~D D[8 S[
~5 D[ \ 5FIF VF{Z WLZ[vWLZ[ lD+TF VFtDLITF D[ \ 5lZJlT"T CMTL
U> P J[ p;[ CZ 5|SFZ SL ;CFITF SZTL YL\ P p;G[ /S lCgN} A|Fï6
;[ XFNL SL4 lH;D[\ ;EL lCgN} lD+M\ G[ p;[ ;,FC NL YL VF{Z IYF
IMuI DNN SL YL P
/ZLG AL@/@ ;[ ,[SZ /D@/@ TS ;FY 5-³L P p;[ UJD["g8
:SM,ZlX5 5|F%T C]> VF{Z JC VwIF5S S[ 5|lX1F6 S[ l,/ .\u,{ \0
R,L U> P :S}, .\:5[É8Z SF jIJ;FI R]G SZ JC VFHLJG
VlJJFlCT ZCL P IC EL DCFN[JL HL SL D]bI ;C[l,IM\ D[ \ ;DFlJQ8
CMTL C{ P
;FlJ+L D]BHL"4 HM XCZ S[ GFDL VBAFZ T\+L /G@ S[@ D]BHL"
SL ;]5]+L YL4 JC DCFN[JLHL S[ ;DFG CL CMlXIFZ4 R\R, VF{Z
SFOL T[Hl:JGL YL TYF p;[ S,F SF EL XF{S YF P .G NMGM\ D[ \ EL
SFOL NM:TL YL P DCFN[JL G> v G> ZRGF/¥ l,BSZ p;[ ;]GFTL YL
TM JC GI[vGI[ ULT UFvUF SZ DCFN[JL SM VFG\lNT SZTL YL P
/S VrKL ZGFVM\ SL ZRlITF EL4 N};ZL ;]DW]Z ULTM\ SL UFlISF P
D]BHL" 5lZJFZ ;[ DCFN[JL SF ;dAgW lNG 5|lTlNG A-³G[ ,UF4 J[
pGS[ 3Z HFSZ ZCTL4 BFTL\ .TGF CL GCL\4 pgCM\G[ A\UF,L EFQFF EL
;LB ,L YL  TYF ;FlJ+L G[ EL lCgNL SF lJX[QF VwIIG lSIF
YF P .TGL  lD+TF CMG[ S[ AFN EL G HFG[ ÉIM\ .GD[ \ VF5; D[ \
DGD]8FJ CMG[ ,UF VF{Z J[ SA V,U C]> .;SF SM> 5|DF6 GCL\
86läTLI VwIFI o DCFN[JL o jIlÉTÀJ /J\ S'lTÀJ
lNIF HF ;STF P pGS[ ;dAgW S{;[ BtD C]/ IC NM lD+M\ S[ l;JFI
SM> GCL\ HFG 5FIF P
DCFN[JL JDF" SM ;]EãFHL H{;L lD+ SL VFJxISTF YL4 lH;SL
5}lT" /D@/@ D[ C]> P /S GJI]JTL ZFD[xJZL 3MQF HM lCgNL SL
SJlI+L YL4 pGSF 5lZRI /S ~D D[8 S[ ~5 D[ \ C]VF P JC lD+TF
SF¶,[H4 XCZ TYF VgI 1F[+M\ D[ \ EL 5|Rl,T CM U> P ;FDFlHS VF{Z
;FlCltIS 5|tI[S 1F[+ D[ \ NMGM\ VS[,L VFtDA, 5Z lGS, 50³TL\ YL\4
;FlCltIS 5]:TSF,IM\ D[ \ 3\8M\ lATF N[TL YL\ P ZFD[xJZL V\TZ\U
lD+M\ SL SMl8 D[ \ VFTL C{ \ P /D@/@ SZG[ S[ 5xRFTŸ J[ VFI" SgIF
5F9XF,F SL 5|WFGFRFIF" AGL\ P pgCM\G[ V5G[ lJnFYL" HLJG S[ ;FY
5|SFXRgã U]%T ;[ lJJFC lSIF YF4 HM I]lGJl;"8L D[ \ V\U| [HL S[
5|FwIF5S Y[4 lHTGL XL3|TF ;[ VFtDLITF :YFl5T C]> YL4 p;L
ZOTFZ ;[ IC ;dAgW BtD EL CM UIF VF{Z DCFN[JL VS[,L ZC
UIL\ P ZFD[xJZL 5|;}lT S[ NZdIFG S9MZ D'tI] SL lXSFZ CM U> P
.; N]oBN 38GF G[ pgC[ \ lC,F lNIF P pgCM\G[ p¾HJ, ElJQI SL HM
S<5GF/¥ SL YL J[ VW}ZL ZC U> P ICF¥ 5Z DCFN[JL G[ /S VrK[
lD+ SM BM lNIF YF4 VA TS EL J[ pGS[ 5lZJFZ SM E},F GCL\ 5F>
YL P
;]WF1FL JDF" SFI:Y 5lZJFZ SL ,0³SL YL P JC lCgNL D[ \ ,W]
SCFGL SL ZRGF SZTL YLP DCFN[JL VF{Z ;]WF1FL SL lD+TF /D@/@
S[ lJnFwIFIGSF, D[ \ C]> YL P IC lD+TF SFOL 3lGQ9 G CMSZ
;FDFgI ;TC 5Z CL ;LlDT ZCL P
87läTLI VwIFI o DCFN[JL o jIlÉTÀJ /J\ S'lTÀJ
DCFN[JL G[ V5G[ V\TZ\U VF{Z D]bI lD+M\ D[ \ ;]EãF S]DFZL RF{CFG4
/ZLG4 AMGL O[S;4  xIFDF G[C~ TYF RgãFJ,L ,BG5F, SM :JLSFZF
C{ P62 pGSL lD+TF ;LlDT NFIZ[ D[ \ A¥WL C]> C{4 pGS[ lD+M\ SF
lJXF, D\0, GCL\ C{ P pGS[ ;EL lD+ lJX[QFSZ ;FlCtI1F[+ ;[ CL
;dAgW ZBT[\ C{ \4 ZFHGLlTS G[TF IF ZFQ8=LI HFUZ6 S[ VU|H GCL\
C{ P pGS[ lD+ D\0, D[ \ prRTF lGdGTF SF E[NEFJ GCL\ C{4 ÉIM\lS
;EL DwID JU" SL l:+IF¥ C{ \ P XF\T :JEFJXL,F4 pNF¿ lJRFZM\
JF,L DCFN[JL CD[XF V5G[ lD+M\ S[ 5|lT V5G[5G SL EFJGF ZBTL
C{ P
1.18 lJJFC o
DCFN[JL HL SL  ;d5}6" HLJG IF+F SF ZC:I ;EZ :JFwIFI
J{JFlCS HLJG C{ P l5TFDC G[ ;GŸ 1916 D[ \63 DCFDlCD DCFN[JL SF
lJJFC SZG[ SF lGxRI SZ l,IF YF P l5TF .; ;dAgW D[ \ G TM
lJZMW SZ ;S[4 G CL lJJFC SF ;DY"G SZ ;CQF" :JLSFZ ;S[ P
5lZ6FD :J~5 9 JQFL"IF DCFN[JL SF lJJFC AZ[,L S[ lGS8 VFI[
GJFAU\H S:A[ D[ \ :J~5GFZFI6HL ;[ SZ lNIF UIF P VAMW AF,5G
D\ [ C]/ lJJFC SL VlEjIlÉT DCFN[JL G[ .; 5|SFZ SL C{ P ccI have
no memory of the wedding having taken place. I can only remember
hearing the sound of a band playing and seeing a procession with elephant
and horses came upto our hous. I thought it was an entertainment and
ran out to see it with all other children. Then somebody grabbed me and
took me away (to put some nice clothes on me)..
88läTLI VwIFI o DCFN[JL o jIlÉTÀJ /J\ S'lTÀJ
I started getting sleepy, and then must haven fullen asleep some
where. I have no idea when the ceremony took place... I had no real idea
of that a wedding was because there had never been one in our home
before, somebody must have picked me up and held me in their lap while
the ceremony was preformed. When I wake-up the next day. I saw that a
knot had been tied in my suri. I didn't like this at all. Some Puja (worship)
was going on. So I quickly united the knot and ran away.cc64
;;]ZF, D[ \ 5C] ¥RS DCFN[JL G[ /S GIF pt5FT DRFIF ZMvZM SZ
VF¥B[\ ;]HF ,L4 pl<8IM\ SF TF¥TF ,U UIF4 ¾JZ VFG[ ,UF4 BFG[v5LG[
SM lT,F\Hl, N[ NL P AFl,SF JW} SF :JFUT ;DFZMC VFT\S D[ \
5lZJlT"T CMG[ ,UF P 5lZl:YlT SF VG]DFG SZ xJ;]Z G[ pgC[ \ lJNF
SZ lNIF P
UMlJgN 5|;FNHL DCFN[JL SF GOF;T 5;\N4 GFH]S lDHFH SL
,0³SL DFGT[ Y[ P V<5vVFI] D[ \ XFNL SZS[ pgCM\G[ A0³L E}, SL C{4
/[;F DC;}; SZS[ ;MRT[ ZCT[ lS JC .; HLJG SL ;]B 5}J"S GCL\
V5GF 5FI[UL4 ,0³lSIM\ SL 5-³F> SM plRT G DFGG[ JF,[ xJ;]Z SF
N[CFgT lJJFC S[ /S JQF" 5xRFTŸ C]VF P IC /S ;\IMU CL DFGF HF
;STF C{ P .; ;DI UMlJgN 5|;FN HL SM 5xRFTF5 SZG[ SF IMuI
VJ;Z lD,F P pgCM\G[ DCFN[JL SM ÊF:YJ[8 SF¶,[H D[ \ ETL" SZF
lNIF TYF :J~5GFZFI6 JDF"vNFDFN SM V5G[ 5F; A],F lX1FF lN,FG[
,U[ P lJJFC S[ ;DI J[ 10JL\ S1FF S[ lJnFYL" Y[ P l5TF SL D'tI]
S[ AFN pgC\ [ ÊF:YJ[8 SF¶,[H ;[ UMlJgN5|;FN HL G[ .^8ZDLl0/8
SZFIF TYF ,BGé S[ D[l0S, S[ AMl0" \U D[ \ ZB lNIF4 HCF¥ 5Z
89läTLI VwIFI o DCFN[JL o jIlÉTÀJ /J\ S'lTÀJ
pgCM\G[ 0FÉ8ZL SL IMuITF 5|F%T SL P UMlJgN5|;FNHL G[ ;DHNFZL
VF{Z TS" ;[ HM lG6"I l,IF4 JC pGSL lJZF8 lJäTF SF 5|DF6 C{4
lH;S[ SFZ6 DCFN[JL ;]BL HLJG HL ;SL\ P pGSF lGxRI YF vcc
J[ V5G[ NFDFN VF{Z A[8L SM V,UvV,U ZB[\U[ TFlS JC 5'YSTF
SL BF> /S N};Z[ SM ElJQI D[ \ DGMG]S}, HLJG HLG[ N[ \ P65
AL@/@ 5F; CMT[ CL HA UF{G[ SF 5|xG p5l:YT C]VF4 TA
DCFN[JLHL G[ ;FO XaNM\ D[ \ N'-TF 5}J"S lSgT] ;CH EFJ ;[ lH¾HL
SM ATF lNIF lS J[ lS;L EL l:YlT D[ \4 V5lZ5ÉJ VJ:YF D[ \ C]/
lJJFC SM GCL\ :JLSFZ[ \UL P66 .;Ll,/ UF{G[ SL RRF" SZGF jIY"
C{ \ P DFTF G[ pgC[ \  SFOL ;DhFIF4 .; lJJFC V:JLSFZ S[ 5|;\U ;[
pgC[ \ VtI\T 5L0³F C]>4 5Z DCFN[JL 8; ;[ D; G C]> P pGSF lGxRI
V8, AGF ZCF P l5TF G[ EL .; 5lZl:YlT D[ \ N]oB SF VG]EJ
lSIF  P  pgCM\G[ ;CFG]E}lT jIÉT SZT[ C]/ SCF v DCFN[JL .rKFG];FZ
lJJFC SZGF RFCTL CM TM J[ WD"v5lZJT"G SZG[ SM EL T{IFZ C{ \ P
DCFN[JL HL G[ :5Q8 p¿Z lNIF v N};Z[ lJJFN SL AFT CL GCL\4 J[
lJJFC SZGF CL GCL\ RFCTL\ P IlN l5K,[ S'tI SL u,FlG KM0³SZ
pGS[ JT"DFG lGxRI SM :JLSFZ SZ l,IF HFI TM NMGM\ CL 51F 5F5
D]ÉT CM HFI[ \U[ P l5TF G[ .; 5|:TFJ SM ;CQF" :JLSFZ SZ l,IF
VF{Z ICL\ 5Z .; 5|;\U SF V\T CM UIF P
J{JFlCS HLJG V:JLSFZ SZG[ S[ D}, D[ \ VG[S VG]DFG ,UFI[
UI[ I]UM\ ;[ R,L VF> NIGLI NXF4 ;CH J{ZFuI EFJGF4 AF{â lE1F6L
AGG[ SL .rKF4 5]~QF lGZ5[1F GFZL jIlÉTtJ SL :YF5GF SF HLJG
90läTLI VwIFI o DCFN[JL o jIlÉTÀJ /J\ S'lTÀJ
jIF5L pN[xI .tIFlN P .G ;A;[ RÉSZ D[ \ G 50³ CD[ \ pGS[ :5Q8
SYG SM CL :JLSFZGF plRT 5|TLT CMTF C{ \ v ccD[Z[ HLJG G[  JCL
U|C6 lSIF HM p;S[ VG]S}, YF P SlJTF ;A;[ A0³F 5lZU|C C{4
ÉIM\lS JC lJxJ DF+ S[ 5|lT :G[C SL :JLS'lT C{ Pcc67 :JFlWG
lJSF; SL ;\JW"GF S[ l,/ pgCM\G[ HLJG ;FlCtI D[ \ HM EULZY
VG]Q9FG lSIF C{4 JC EFZTLI .lTCF; SF :Jl6"D 5'Q9 C{ P
DCFN[JL :JI\ SCTL C{ \ v ccD[Z[ 5lT 0FÉ8ZL 5-³T[ Y[4 pgCM\G[
S> AFZ RFCF4 CD ;FY ZC[ \ P ,[lSG IC AFT D[Z[ DG D[ \ YL CL
GCL\ P D{ \G[ pG;[ SCF U'C:Y HLJG SL VMZ D[ZL YM0³L ;L EL 5|J'l¿
GCL\ C{4 VT/J D{ \ VF5S[ ;FY SEL EL GCL\ ZC ;S}¥UL P D{ \G[ S>
AFZ pgC[ \ IC EL ;DhFIF lS J[ V5GF N};ZF lJJFC SZ ,[\4 ,[lSG
N};ZF lJJFC pgCM\G[ GCL\ lSIF Pcc68 5lT S[ ;FY pGSF lD+JTŸ
;dAgW ZCF P HA J[ .,FCFAFN VFT[ TM DCFN[JL HL ;[ VJxI
lD,SZ HFT[ P pGSF VF5; D[ \ 5+vjIJCFZ EL CMTF P /SAFZ
;FlJ+L HL G[ zL lNGSZ HL SM ATFIF lS HA SEL 0F¶@ ;FCA
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V5|F%I SL VlE,FQFF C{ lSgT] IlN JC V5|F%I4 5|6IFG]E}lT SF
VFWFZ V;LD V,F{lSS l5|ITD C{ TM JC VlE,FQFF VF{Z ptS8 CM HFTL
C{4 jIFS],TF VF{Z A-³ HFTL C{ P SJlI+L SL J[NGF IC ;MRSZ VF{Z
VlWS D]BZ CM HFTL C{ lS p;SL ,¾HFvl:GuW VF¥BM\ D[\ NX"G SL
VlE,FQFF HUFSZ JC lGD"D l5|I lK5SZ 5L0³F ÉIM\ N[ UIF ¦
cc.G ,,RF> 5,SM\ 5Z 5CZF YF HA J|L0³F SF4
;FD|F¾I D]h[ N[ 0F,F p; lRTJG G[ 5L0³F SF Pcc91
SJlI+L SF D]uW 5|6IL ìNI l5|ITD SL 5|TL1FF D[ \ A{9F ZCF
VF{Z c;5GM\ S[ HF,c lAKFTF ZCF P lGQ9]Z l5|ITDŸ V5GL ;dDMCS
TFG VF{Z DW]Z l:DT S[ ;FY 5L0³F SF ;FD|F¾I N[SZ R,F UIF v
cclAKFTL YL ;5GM\ S[ HF, T]dCFZL JC S~6F SL SMZ4
UIL JC VWZM\ SL D]:SFG D]h[ DW]DI 5L0³F D[ \ AMZ Pcc92
122läTLI VwIFI o DCFN[JL o jIlÉTÀJ /J\ S'lTÀJ
VF{Z TEL ;[ lJIMlUGL V5G[ p; 5L0³F S[ ;FD|F¾I c;]G[5Gc SL
DTJF,L ZFGL AGSZ4 V5G[ 5|F6M\ S[ NL5 H,FSZ lGtI NL5FJ,L
DGFTL C{ \ v
ccV5G[ .; ;}G[ 5G SL D{ \ C} ¥ ZFGL DTJF,L4
5|F6M\ S[ NL5 H,F SZ SZTL ZCTL NLJF,Lcc93
cGLCFZc SL VFXFvlGZFXF HlGT 5L0³F SF :JZ .TGF DFlD"S C{
lS DCFN[JL SL J[NGF SL S;S ;ìNI 5F9S EL VG]EJ SZG[ ,UTF
C{ P
3.1.2 cZlxDc o
jIlÉTUT ;]B lJxJJ[NGF D[ \ 3],SZ HLJG SM ;FY"STF 5|NFG
SZTF C{ VF{Z jIlÉTUT N]oB lJxJ S[ ;]B D[ \ 3],SZ HLJG SM
VDZtJ P94 IC VG]E}lT CL 7FGvZlxD SF 5lZRFIS C{ P cZlxDc
XLQF"S ;[ CL IC :5Q8 CM HFTF C{ lS cGLCFZc SF W] \W,SF 5FZ SZS[
SJlI+L ZlxD S[ 5|SFX D[ \ VF UIL C{ P cZlxDc SM p; ;DI VFSFZ
lD,F HA D] ]h[ VG]E}lT ;[ VlWS p;SF lR\TG l5|I YF P95 DCFN[JL
SL .G plÉT ;[ CD IC VFXI ,[ ;ST[ C{ \ lS cGLCFZc D[ \ pgCM\G[
lH; V7FT l5|I SF VG]EJ lSIF YF4 cZlxDc TS VFT[ VFT[ p;
VG]E}lT ;[ VlWS p; l5|ITD SF lR\TG l5|I ,UG[ ,UF P
DCFN[JL SL IC N};ZL S'lT cZlxDc ;GŸ 1932 >@ D[\ 5|SFlXT C]> P
;GŸ 1928 ;[ 1932 >@ TS l,B[ U/ S], 35 ULT .;D[\ ;\Sl,T C{ \ P
123läTLI VwIFI o DCFN[JL o jIlÉTÀJ /J\ S'lTÀJ
cZlxDc D[ \ J[NGF SL TLJ|TF GCL\ Vl5T] ZC:IDI l5|ITD SF
:J~5 HFGG[ SL TLJ| lH7F;F 5lZ,l1FT CMTL C{ P ìNI D[ \ p;S[
AF6 S[ R]ET[ CL ;H,vUFG lGo;'T CMG[ ,UT[ C{ \ P96 lSgT] .; 5Z
AF6 KM0³G[ JF,[ SF :J~5 ÉIF C{ m N}ZFUT ;\ULT SL TZC V5G[
;DL5 A],FG[ JF,F4 V5GL RDS ;[ VF¥B[ D} ¥NG[ JF,F97 ;\;'T S[ ;}G[
5'Q9M\ 5Z S~6 SFjI l,BG[ JF,F98 SF{G C{ m JC SF{G C{ lH;[
N[BSZ UUG D[ \ DI\S C¥; 50³TF C{499 ;D]ã SL ,CZ[ \ pD0³ 50³TL C{ \4
lH;SL VFEF S[ S6vDF+ ;[ ;}I"vRgã VF{Z TFZ[ RDSG[ ,UT[ C{ \4
lH;SL ;]QFDF S[ /S S6 ;[ ZFlXvZFlX O},M\ S[ JG lB, p9T[ \
C{ \ ¦100 SF{G V5GL T]l,SF ;[ HU S[ lR+FWFZ SM AFZvAFZ Z¥UTF
VF{Z lD8TF C{ \ m101
lH7F;] SJlI+L HA p;S[ lGlxRT  :J~5 SM N[B 5FG[ D[ \
V;DY" CM HFTL C{\ TA JC 5|S'lT S[ pNF¿4 lGtIvG}TG VF{Z 1F6v1F6
5lZJlT"T p5SZ6M\ D[ \ p;SF VFEF; 5FSZ VF{Z V5GL ;LDF 5CRFG
SZ ;\T]Q8 CM HFG[ SF p5ÊD SZTL C{ P102
lH7F;F S[ XF\T CMT[ CL J[NGF lOZ D]BZ CM p9TL C{ P lSgT]
VA p;D[\ U\ELZTF C{ P V5GF Vl:TtJ v AMW CMT[ CL l5|I ;[
/SFSFZ CMG[ S[ 5|A, VFJ[U SF p5XDG CMG[ ,UTF C{ \¸ ÉIM\lS
V5|F%I SL VlE,FQFF lRZ\TG CMTL C{ P T'l%T lGo:5\N CM HFTL C{
VF{Z VT'l%T :5\NGXL, ZCTL C{ P .;Ll,/ SJlI+L SL SFDGF C{ v
124läTLI VwIFI o DCFN[JL o jIlÉTÀJ /J\ S'lTÀJ
ccT]D ZCM ;H, VF¥BM\ SL l;T Vl;T D]S]ZTF AGSZ¸
D{ \ ;A S]K T]D;[ N[B} ¥ T]DSM G N[B 5Fé¥ 5Z P
x        x        x
5FG[ D[ \ T]DSM BMé¥ BMG[ D[ \ ;Dh}¥ 5FGF¸
JC lRZ VT'l%T CM HLJG lRZ T'Q6F CM lD8 HFGF Pcc103
cclRZ T'l%T SFDGFVM\ SF4 SZ HFTL lGQO, HLJG¸
A]hT[ CL %IF; CDFZL4 5, D[ \ lJZlÉT HFTL AG Pcc104
VG\T V,F{lSS S[ 5|lT lH7F;F SF EFJ jIÉT CMG[ S[ SFZ6
cZlxDc SL ZRGFVM\ D[ \ NFX"lGSTF SF 5]8 V5[1FFS'T VlWS C{ P
lH7F;F lDlzT J[NGF SF EFJ4 VFwIFltDS lR\TG /J\ NFX"lGS
EFJM\ SF Dl6SF\RG ;\IMU cZlxDc SL V5[1F6LI lJX[QFTF C{ \ P
3.1.3  cGLZHFc o
cGLZHFc DCFN[JL SL T'TLI SFjI S'lT VF{Z ULlTvSFjI SL
VD}<I lGlW C{ P .;SF ;J" 5|YD 5|SFXG 1935 >@ D[ \ C]VF P .;D[\
;GŸ 1931 ;[ 1934 >@ S[ DwI ZlRT S], 58 ULT C{ \  .G ULTM\ D[ \
VG]E}lT SL TLJ|TF VlWS C{ P cZlxDc TS VFT[vVFT[ cGLCFZc SL
VWLZ S<5GF lH7F;F D[ \ VF{Z jIFS], J[NGF U\ELZ VG]E}lT D[ \
5lZJlT"T CM UIL P cGLZHFc TS 5C] ¥RSZ SJlI+L SL lH7F;F/¥
XF\T CM UIL VF{Z p;G[ VT\D] "BL EFJGFVM\ SF 5|S'lT 5Z VFZM56
SZS[ ;]B VF{Z N]oB D[\ ;FD\H:I SF 5|S'lT :YFl5T SZ l,IF P ;FD\H:I
125läTLI VwIFI o DCFN[JL o jIlÉTÀJ /J\ S'lTÀJ
SL l:YlT D[ \ 5C] ¥RSZ cGLZHFc V5G[ ;\5}6" ;F{gNI" S[ ;FY 5|:O}lZT
CM UIL Pcc105 cGLCFZc SF W] \W,SF K¥8 UIF4 ZlxD 5|EFl;T C]> VF{Z
GLZHF lB, U> P
cGLCFZc D[ \ l5|IvlD,G SL VFSF\1FF VF{Z T¾HlGT J[NGF S[ ÊD
SM SJlI+L G[ V5G[ l5|I SM 5|F%T SZ l,IF v
cc/S S~6 VEFJ D[ \ lRZ T'l%T SF ;\;FN ;lRT¸
5F l,IF D{ \G[ lS;[ .; J[NGF S[ DW]Z ÊI D[ \ mcc106
cGLZHFc SL E}lDSF D[ \ zL ZFIS'Q6NF; G[ l,BF C{ v cc5|:T]T
ULlTvSFjI cGLZHFc D[ \ cGLCFZc SF p5F;GFvEFJ VF{Z EL ;]:5Q8TF
VF{Z TgDITF ;[ HFU|T CM p9F C{ P .;D[\ V5G[ p5F:I S[ l,/ S[J,
VFtDF SL S~6 VWLZTF CL GCL\¸ Vl5T] ìNI SL lJCŸJ, 5|;gGTF
EL lDlzT C{ P cGLZHFc IlN Vz]D]B J[NGF S[ S6M\ ;[ ELUL C]> C{
TM ;FY CL VFtDFGgN S[ DW] ;[ DW]Z EL C{ P DFGM4 SlJ SL J[NGF4
SlJ SL S~6F V5G[ p5F:I S[ RZ6v:5X" ;[ 5}T CMSZ VFSFXU\UF
SL EF¥lT .; KFIFDI HU SM ;L\RG[ D[ \ CL V5GL ;FY"STF ;Dh
ZCL C{ P107
SJlI+L l5|I SL :D'lT ;[ VWLZ CM p9TL C{¸ ìNI SL 5],SG
VF{Z TG SL l;CZG ;[ JC V5G[ VF¥;]VM\ SM lGD\l+T GCL\ SZ
5FTL108 VF{Z lD,GFSF\1FF ;[ 5]SFZ p9TL C{ o
cc/S AFZ VFVM .; 5Y ;[ D,I VlG, AG C{ lRZ R\R, Pcc109
126läTLI VwIFI o DCFN[JL o jIlÉTÀJ /J\ S'lTÀJ
p;SL VlWZTF SL VJlW H<NL CL ;DF%T CM HFTL C{ P 5|S'lT
S[ 5|;gG p5SZ6M\ ;[ p;[ l5|I S[ VFG[ S[ ;\S[T lD,T[ C{ \4 p;SL
;\5}6" J[NGF lD,GFG\N D[ \ 5lZJlT"T CM HFTL C{ o
ccD]:SFTF ;\S[T EZF GE Vl, ÉIF l5|I VFG[ JF,[ C{ \ m
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5],SM ;[ EZ O}, AG UI[ lHTG[ 5|F6M\ S[ KF,[ C{ \ Pcc110
lD,GFS], l5|ITDF l5|IlD,G SF VFEF; 5FSZ T]ZgT CL ;R[T
CM HFTL C{ P V5G[ ;]BvN]oB ;[ é5Z p9SZ N]oBL HU SL lR\TF
SZG[ ,UTL C{ v
ccD[Z[ C¥;T[ VWZ GCL\ HU SL VF¥;}v,l0³IF¥ N[BM  P
D[Z[ UL,[ 5,S K]VM DT D]hF"> Sl,IF¥ N[BM Pcc111
EFJv5lZJT"G CMT[ CL J[NGFvlJS, lJIMlUGL X,E SL XF\lT
H,G[ D[ \ CL V5G[ HLJG SL ;FY"STF ;DhTL C{ v
ccVl, ¦ D{ \G[ H,G[ CL D[ \ HA HLJG SL lGlW 5F,L Pcc112
cGLZHc D[ \ ZC:IDIL EFJGFVM\ SL VlEjIlÉT ~5SM\ \ S[ DFwID
;[ ;O,TD ~5 D[ \ C]> C{ P
ccplHIF,F lH;SF NL5S D[ \4 T]hD[ \ EL C{ JC lRGUFZL4
V5GL ¾JF,F N[B4 VgI SL ¾JF,F 5Z .TGL DDTF ÉIM\ mcc113
127läTLI VwIFI o DCFN[JL o jIlÉTÀJ /J\ S'lTÀJ
.; 5|SFZ CD N[BT[ C{ lS cGLZHFc D[ \ l5|I SF VFCŸJFG lD,G
SL VFSF\1FF4 5|6I4 lJZC TYF ;D5"6 VFlN V\TD] "BL EFJGFVM\ SF
5|FS'lTS p5SZ6M\ D[ \ VFZM56 SZS[ SJlI+L G[ V5GL ;H"GFtDS
5|lTEF /J\ ,l,T S<5GF SF 5lZRI lNIF C{ P DCFN[JL SL ZFUFtDS
TLJ|TF pGSL S,FtDS X{,L SM 5FSZ lGBZ p9L C{ P pgCM\G[ cGLZHFc
S[ ULTM\ SL ,I SM ,MSULTM\ SF SMD, ;\:5X" N[SZ4 5|FS'lTS
5NFYM\ " SM R[TGF ~5 N[SZ4 ZC:IFG]E}l¿IM\ SF ,F{lSS ~5 N[SZ
TYF lR\TG5|WFG VG]E}lTIM\ SM ;CH4 ;Z; VF{Z ;Z, AGFSZ pgC[ \
ptSQF" 5|NFG lSIF C{ P .; ;\NE" D[ \ 0F¶@ lJHI[gã :GFTS SL ;DL1FF
¹Q8jI C{ v ccULlTvSFjI SL G}TG v X{,L SM ¹lQ8 D[ \ ZBSZ IlN
cGLZHFc S[ K\N4 ,I4 wJlG4 TF, VFlN 5Z lJRFZ lSIF HF/ TM
lG:;\N[C JC KFIFJFNL I]U SL .; lNXF D[ \ VgITD z[Q9 ZRGF C{ P
cGLZHFc D[ \ ULlTvSFjI SF 5}6" lJSF; C{4 .;D[ \ ;\N[C SF VJSFX C{
CL GCL\ Pcc114
3.1.4  c;F\wIULTc o\ \\ \
DCFN[JL S[ RT]Y" SFjIv;\U|C c;F\wIULTc D[ \ 45 ULT ;\U'lCT
C{ \ P 1934 ;[ 1936 >@ TS SL VJlW D[ \ l,B[\ ULTM\ S[ ;\S,G SF
5|SFXG 1936 >@ D[ \ C]VF P .; S'lT D[ \ EL lR\TG5|WFG EFJFG]E}lTIM\
SL lJX[QF VJl:YlT C{ P DCFN[JL c;F\wIULTc SL E}lDSF D[ \ .;[
:5Q8 SZTL C]> SCTL C{ v cGLZHFc VF{Z c;F\wIULTc D[ZL p; DFGl;S
l:YlT SM jIÉT SZ ;S[\U[ lH;D[\ VGFIF; CL D[ZF ìNI ;]BvN]oB
128läTLI VwIFI o DCFN[JL o jIlÉTÀJ /J\ S'lTÀJ
D[ \ ;FD\H:I SF VG]EJ SZG[ ,UF P 5C,[ AFCZ lB,G[ JF,[ O},
SM N[BSZ D[Z[ ZMDvZMD D[ \ /[;F 5],S NF{0³ HFTF YF DFGM\ JC D[Z[
ìNI D[ \ /S VjIÉT J[NGF EL YL P lOZ JC ;]BvN]oB VF{Z VA
V\T D[ \ G HFG[ S{;[ D[Z[ DG D[ \ p; AFCZvELTZ D[ \ /S ;FD\H:I ;F
-} ¥-³ l,IF C{4 lH;G[ ;]BvN]oB SM .; 5|SFZ A]G lNIF lS /S S[
5|tI1F VG]EJ S[ ;FY N};Z[ SF V5|tI1F VFEF; lD,TF ZCTF C{ P115
DCFN[JL S[ pÉT lJRFZM\ SF ;8LS pNFCZ6 c;F\wI ULTc SF IC
5C,F ULT C{ v
ccl5|I ¦ ;F\wI UUG4 D[ZF HLJG P@@@
;FWM\ SF VFH ;]GC,F5G
l3ZTF lJQFFN SF lTlDZ ;3G
;F\wI SF GE ;[ D}S lD,G
IC Vz]DIL C¥;TL lRTJG Pcc116
lJCZv;FWGF D[ \ ,LG SJlI+L HA J[NGF SL EFJvE}lD 5Z
5C] ¥RTL C{ TA p;SL VFS],TF TgDI ZFWF AG HFTL C{ VF{Z p;SF
lJZC s;FWGFf CL VFZFwI s;FwIf AG HFTF C{ P
ccVFS],TF CL VFH CM U> TgDI ZFWF4
lJZC AGF VFZFwI ä{T ÉIF S{;L AFWF P
BMGFv5FGF C]VF HLT J[ CFZ[ \ CL C{ \ Pcc117
p; TFNFtdI SL RZDFJ:YF D[ \ CFZvHLT4 BMGFv5FGF ;A ;DZ;
CM HFT[ C{ \ P
129läTLI VwIFI o DCFN[JL o jIlÉTÀJ /J\ S'lTÀJ
;]BvN]oB4 GFXvlJSF;4 lJZCvlD,G ;EL ;F5[1F C{ \ VF{Z /S
v N};Z[ S[ 5}ZS C{ \ P lGZ\TZ lR\TGvDGG SZG[ JF,L ;FWGFvZT
VFtDF SL UlZDF .GD[ \ SM> V\TZ GCL\ N[BTL v
ccD{ \ ;HU lRZ ;FWGF ,[ ¦@@@
lJZC SF I]U VFH NLBF lD,G S[ ,W] 5, ;ZLBF
N]oB ;]B D[ \ SF{G TLBF D{ \ G HFGL VF{ G ;LBF
DW]Z D]hSM CM U/ ;A DW]Z l5|I SL EFJGF ,[ Pcc118
cc;HlG ¦ VgTlCT C]VF C{ cVFHc D[ \ W] \W,F lJO, cS,c
CM UIF C{ lD,G /SFSFZ D[Z[ lJZC D[ \ lD,¸cc119
;F\wIULT D[ \ DCFN[JL :JI\ lJZCvjIlYT CMT[ C]/ EL lJxJ S[
S~6vÊgNG ;[ T8:Y GCL\ ZC 5FTL P ;\T%T HG 5Z V5GL DDTF
lABZF SZ4 pGS[ VF¥;]VM\ SF 1FFZ ,[SZ pgC[ \ V5GF :G[CvZ; N[G[ D[ \
J[ Z\RDF+ EL ;\S]lRT GCL\ CMTL v
ccVF¥;]VM\ SF 1FFZ 5L D{ \ AF¥8TL lGT :G[C SF Z; ¦
;]EU D{ \ pTGL DW]Z C} ¥4 DW]Z lHTGF 5|FT Pcc120
.; 5|SFZ CD N[BT[ C{ lS c;F\wIULTc D[ \ HCF¥ lJZCvlD,G S[
3FTv5|lT3FT C{ \ JCL lR\TG VF{Z ;FWGF SL l:YZTF EL P A\WG VF{Z
D]lÉT SL SFDGF S[ ;FYv;FY lJxJvJ[NGF D[ \ V5G[ ;]B SM ,LG
SZG[ SL EFJGF EL C{ P ;F\wIUUG S[ lJlEgG Z\UM\ S[ ;DFG c;F\wIULTc
S[ lJlEgG EFJ EL ZFUvZ\lHT CMSZ HLJG SM Z\U N[T[ C{ P
130läTLI VwIFI o DCFN[JL o jIlÉTÀJ /J\ S'lTÀJ
3.1.5  cNL5lXBFc o
cNL5lXBFc SJlI+L S[ DG SF 5|TLS C{ \4 HM lGZ\TZ H,TL C]>
HU S[ S6vS6 SM VF,MlST SZT[ ZCG[ SL SFDGF ;[ I]ÉT C{ \ P
cNL5XLBFc SF 5|SFXG /S DCtJ5}6" 38GF C{ P ;GŸ 1942 >@ D[ \
5|SFlXT .; S'lT D[ \ ;GŸ 1936 ;[ 1942 >@ TS l,lBT 51 ULT
;\Sl,T C{ P 5|YD ;\:SZ6 D[ \ 5|tI[S ULT DCFN[JL SL C:Tl,l5 D[ \
D]lãT C{ VF{Z ;FY CL 5|tI[S ULT SF /S VY"JFCL lR+ EL V\lST
C{ \ P .; DCtJ5}6" S'lT ;[ SJlI+L SF lR+SFZ v ~5 EL 5|tI1F CM
UIF P
cNL5lXBFc S[ ULTM\ D[\ TLG lJX[QFTF/¥ :5Q8 ,l1FT CMTL C{\ v V7FT
l5|I SF ;\S[T4 VT'l%T /J\ lJxJ S[ 5|lT l:GuW S~6 EFJ P
l5|ITD V7FT VF{Z V,F{lSS C{4 .;l,/ p;S[ 5|lT jIÉT
5|6IFG]E}lT D[ \ ZC:IFtDSTF :JFEFlJS C{ P l5|I SF 5lZRI S[J,
p;SL ;]lW C{ HM 5|F6M\ D[ \ A;L C{4 p;SF SM> lGlxRT ~5 GCL\4
SM> lGlxRT 5|N[X GCL\4 lOZ p;SL BMH CM EL TM S{;[ v
ccVl, SCF¥ ;\N[X E[H} ¥ m D{ \ lS;[ ;gN[X E[H} ¥ m
/S ;]lW VGHFG pGSL4 N};ZL 5CRFG DG SL4
5],S SF p5CFZ N} ¥ IF Vz]EFZT VX[QF E[H} ¥ m121@@@@
VlGxRI SL l:YlT D[ \ lJZlC6L V5GF DMDv;F TG U,FTL
TYF NL5v;F DG H,FTL ZCTL C{ \ P V\T D[ \4 p; cWG;FZc AGSZ p0³
131läTLI VwIFI o DCFN[JL o jIlÉTÀJ /J\ S'lTÀJ
HFG[JF,[ l5|I S[ ;DL5 5C] ¥RG[ SF /S CL ;FWG 5FTL C{ VF{Z JC
CMTF C{ p;SF clGxJF;vN}Tc v
ccDMDv;F TG W], R]SF VA NL5v;F DG H, R]SF C{ P
lJZC S[ Z\ULG 1F6 ,[4 Vz] S[ S]K X[QF S6 ,[
A~lGI[ D[ \ p,h lABZ[ :J%G S[ ;]B[ ;]DG ,[4
BMHG[ lOZ lXlY, 5U lGxJF; N}T lGS, R]SF C{ Pcc122
lJZC SL 5ZFSFQ9F lD,G SL VG]E}lT D[ \ 5lZJlT"T CM HFTL
C{ P lJIMlUGL S[ lJIMU SF S<5 lGlDQF v ;F ALT HFTF C{ P HA
;FWGF lGJF"6 AG HFTL C{4 S\8S JZNFG AG HFT[ C{ \ TA S6vS6
SF :5X" CL p; l5|ITD ;[ lD,G SF VFEF; N[G[ ,UTF C{ v
cclGlDQF ;[ D[Z[ lJZC S[ S<5 ALT[ P
5\Y SM lGJF"6 DFGF4 X}, SM JZNFG HFGF4
HFGT[ IC RZ6 S6vS6 K} lD,G v pt;J DGFGF ¦
%IF; CL ;[ EZ l,/ VlE;FZ ZLT[ VM; ;[ -], S<5 ALT[ Pcc123
SJlI+L HA  VFT"DG SF Ê\NG ;]GTL C{ TA p;[ V5G[ ;]BvN]oB
SF :DZ6 GCL\ ZCTF P TA p;SF CZ ;\EJ 5|ItG ICL CMTF C{ lS
lS;L 5|SFZ JC N]oB S[ V\WSFZ D[ \ l3Z[ 5|Fl6IM\ SF SQ8 lGJFZ6
SZ[ P .;S[ l,/ JC V5G[ DG SM NL5S SM lGZ\TG H,T[ ZCG[ SF
;\N[X N[TL C{ P TFlS p;S[ 5|SFX D[ \ ,W]TD 5|F6L EL V5G[ ,1I
TS 5C] ¥R HF/¥ P
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ccNL5 D[Z[ H, V\Sl5T 3], VR\R, P@@@
5Y G E},4 /S 5U EL 3Z G BMI[ ,3] lJCU EL
l:GuW ,F{ SL T}l,SF ;[ VF¥S ;ASL KF¥C p¾J, Pcc124
N]oBL VF{Z ;\T%TvHG SL jIYF N[B JC S~6FvlJUl,T CMSZ
V5GF ;J":J gIF{KFJZ SZG[ S[ l,/ Tt5Z CM HFTL C{ v
ccD[3 ;L l3Z hZ R,L D{ \ P
O}, SL Z\ULG l:DT D[ \ Vz]S6 ;[ AF¥W A[,F4
AF¥8 VUl6T V\S]ZM\ D[ \ W]l, SF ;5GF VS[,F
5\Y S[ CZ X}, SF D]B DMlTIM\ ;[ EZ R,L D{ \ Pcc125
V5GF ST"jI v SD" SZG[ ;[ p;[ SM> GCL\ ZMS ;STF P DFU"
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VF{Z J[NGF ;[ p;SF VlWS V\TZ\U ;\A\W C{ P DCFN[JLHL ;dEJTo
IF TM V5GF lN, AC,FG[ S[ l,/ IF J[NGF S[ jIF5S 5|EFJ SM
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c~l-³c S[ SFZ6 D]bIFY" SM KM0³SZ VgI VY" SF AMW
SZFG[JF,L XaNvXlÉT ~-³F ,1F6F SC,FTL C{ P .;SF  RDtSFlZS
5|IMU D]CFJZM\ D[ \ VlWS CMTF C{ P DCFN[JL G[ EFJFlEjIlÉT SM
lJlXQ8 VY"rKlJ ;[ D\l0T SZG[ S[ l,/ ~-³F ,1F6F SF VG[SXo
5|IMU lSIF C{ P
cc5FGL SZT[ ZCT[ lH;S[
DMTL S[ p5CFZ¸cc17
5FGL SZ N[GF o ,1IFY" C{ lGQO, IF jIY" SZ N[GF P IC
,F1Fl6S plÉT AC]D}<I 5|ItGM\ S[ S] \l9T CM HFG[ 5Z CTFX ìNI SL
S~6 l:YlT SL DFlD"S jI\HGF SZTL C{ P
393QFQ9D VwIFI o ccDCFN[JL S[ SFjI D[ \ lX<5vlJWFGcc
1.7.2.2 5|IMHGJTL ,1F6F o| || |
5 |IMHGJTL ,1F6F JC C{ lH;D[\ lS;L lJX[QF 5|IMHG SL
l;lâ S[ l,/ ,1F6F SL HF/ P p;D[\ jI\HGF SF EL lJlGIMU
lGIDTo CMTF C{ ÉIM\lS 5|IMHG SL 5|TLlT jI\uI ~5 D[ \ CL CMTL
C{ P DCFN[JL S[ SFjI D[ \ 5|IMHGJTL ,1F6F S[ ;FY"S 5|IMU C]/
C{ \ P H{;[ v
ccD{ \G[ N]A", 5|F6M\ SL
JC VFH ;],FNL S\5G Pcc18
S\5G ;],FIL GCL\ HFTL4 VT/J D]bIFY" AFlWT C{ P J:T]To
J[NGFVM\ ;[ pä[l,T ìNI lGZFXF SL l:YlT D[ \ VFJ[Uv lJCLG CM
UIF C{ P 5|F6M\ S[ S\5G SM ;],F N[G[ SF TFt5I" C{  VtI\T CTFX
CMSZ :TaW ZC HFGF P
1.7.3 jI\HGF o\ \\ \
jI\HGF XlÉT XaN S[ D]bIFY" VF{Z ,1IFY" SM 5LK[ KM0³TL
C]> p;S[ D}, D[ \ lK5[ C]/ VSlYT VY" SM nMlTT SZTL C{ P HA
VlEWF VF{Z ,1F6F SlJ S[ VELQ8 VY" SL 5|TLlT SZFG[ D[ \ V;DY"
ZCTL C{ P TA4 lH; XaN XlÉT äFZF jI\uIFY" 7FT CMTF C{ p;[
jI\HGF XlÉT SCT[ C{ P jI\HGF S[ NM 5|WFG E[N lSI[ UI[ C{ v
XFaNL jI\HGF VF{Z VFYL" jI\HGF P
394QFQ9D VwIFI o ccDCFN[JL S[ SFjI D[ \ lX<5vlJWFGcc
1.7.3.1  XFaNL jI\HGF o\ \\ \
HCF¥ jI\uIFY" SF AMW D]bI ~5 ;[ XaN 5Z VFlzT CMTF C{
JCF¶ \ XFaNL jI\HGF CMTL C{ P H{;[ v
ccTFZS D[ \ KlJ 5|F6M\ D[ \ :D'lT4
5,SM\ D[ \ GLZJ 5N SL UlT4 cc19
VG[SFY"S cTFZSc XaN cTFZFc VF{Z c5]T,Lc NMGM\ SF JFRS
C{4 VTo 5|:T]T ;\NE" D[ \ c5,SMc S[ ;FlGwI ;[ jI\HGF äFZF p;SF
N};ZF VY" CL U'lCT C{ P 5]T,L D[ l5|I SL KlJ C{4 5|F6M\ D[ \ p;SL
:D'lT C{ VF[Z 5,SM\ D[ \ p;SL GLZJ 5N SL UlT C{ lH;;[ 5,S[\
lGZ\TZ lUZTLvp9TL HFUTL ZCTL C{ \ P jI\uIFY" C{ lJZC J[NGF D[ \ GL\N
EL ;DL5 GCL\ VFTL P
1.7.3.2  VFYL" jI\HGF o" \" \" \" \
VFYL" jI\HGF D[ \ jI\uIFY" lS;L XaN 5Z VFlzT G CMSZ p;S[
VY" äFZF wJlGT CMTF C{ P DCFN[JL SL EFQFF VY"v,Fl,tI ;[ 5}6"
C{ \ P VFYL" jI\HGF S[ lJlEgG ~5M\ SL lGA\WTF p;S[ SFjI D[ \ C]>
C{ P
ccSF,[ ZHGL V\R, D[ \
l,58L ,CZ[ \ ;MTL YL\4
DW] DFG; SL AZ;FTL
JFlZNDF,F ZMTL YL\¸cc20
395QFQ9D VwIFI o ccDCFN[JL S[ SFjI D[ \ lX<5vlJWFGcc
ZFl+ S[ ;3G V\WSFZ D[ \ ,CZ[ \ /SND XF\T YL\4 lSgT] AZ;FT
lGZ\TZ CM ZCL YL P ICF¶ \ 5|S'lT S[ /S ;FDFgI N'xI SF J6"G C]VF
C{ o lSgT] JÉTjI SL lJX[QFTF S[ SFZ64 JFrIJ{lXQ8v IMt5gG
jI\HGF S[ äFZF lH; VY" SL 5|TLlT CMTL C{ JC C{¸ lGZFXFvI]ÉT
ìNI D[ \ EFJ,ClZIF¶ \ TM XF\T CM UIL C{ 5ZgT] VEFJ /J\ VT'l%T S[
SFZ6 Vz] lGZ\TZ 5|JFCDFG C{ P
VTo DCFN[JL SL SFjIvEFQFF ;XÉT /J\ ;D'â ZCL C{ P
lH;;[ J[ V5G[ EFJM\ SM IMuI ~5 D[ \ 5F9SM\ S[ ;FDG[ 5|:T]T SZ
;SL C{ P
2. X{,L o{ {{ {
V5GL VG]E}lT SL VlEjIlÉT S[ l,/ ;\J[NGXL, S,FSFZ
lS;L lJlXQ8 5âlT SM V5GFTF C{ P p;SL JC lJlXQ8 5âlT CL
S,FtDS X{,L SC,FTL C{ P ULT SL 5|ElJQ6]TF /J\ :YFl5tI S[
l,/ lJQFIFG]S}, X{,L EL V5[l1FT CMTL C{ P SMD,4 DW]Z EFJGFVM\
SL lJJ'l¿ S[ l,/ ;]S]DFZTF VF{Z VMH:JL EFJM\ SL jI\HGF D[ \
NLl%TDTF V5[l1FT C{ P ULTSFZ SL X{,L lHTGL S,FtDS  CMUL
p;SF ULT pTGF CL ptS'Q8 CMUF P
DCFN[JL S[ ULTM\ D[ \ EFJM\ SL UCZF> C{4 lSgT] p;SL X{,L D[ \
S,FtDS 5|JFC C{ P EFQFF SL TZ,TF4 D\H],TF VF{Z SMD,TF ;[
VlEjIlÉT D[ \ ,Fl,tI SF ptSQF" C{ P 5|:T]T pNFCZ6M\ D[ \ 5|I]ÉT
XaN G'tI SL h\S'lT ;[ I]ÉT C{ v
396QFQ9D VwIFI o ccDCFN[JL S[ SFjI D[ \ lX<5vlJWFGcc
cc,I ULT DlNZ UlT TF, VDZ
V%;lZ T[ZF GT"G ;] \NZ Pcc21
 x    x    x
WLZ[vWLZ[ pTZ l1FlTH ;[
VF J;\T v ZHGL P
DD"Z SL ;]DW]Z G}5]Z wJlG
Vl,vU]\lHT 5NŸDM\ SL lS\lSl6 P
EZ 5N v UlT D[ \ V,; v TZ\lUl6
TZ, ZHT SL WFZ ACF N[
D'N]l:DlT ;[ ;HGL4
lAC¥;TL VF J;\TvZHGL ¦cc22
DCFN[JL G[ V5G[ ;LlDT EFJM\ SM lJlEgG S,FtDS X{l,IM\ D[ \
VlEjI\HGF NL C{ P X{,L S[ ;F{gNI"vlJWFIS TtJM\ v ULTFtDSTF4
5|TLSIMHGF4 lAdAvlJWFG4 VF,\SFlZSTF4 K\NvlJWFG4 JÊMlÉT
VFlN SF pGS[ SFjI D[ \ lJ:T'T lG~56 C]VF C{ P IC SYG
VlTXIMlÉT 5}6" GCL\ CMUF lS DCFN[JL SL S,FtDS VF{Z ;]Q9]
X{,L D[ \ J6"4 XaN4 5N VF{Z K\N pGS[ EFJM\ S[ VG]JTL" AG UI[ C{ \ P
2.1 ULTFtDSTF o
5|ULT D[ \ TZ\UFlIT V\TZ SF 5|SFXG CMG[ ;[ p;D[ \ :JEFJTo
;\ULTFtDSTF CMTL C{ P EFJFG]S}, /J\ GFNvU]6 ;\5gG XaN v
;\IMHG S[ SFZ6 5|UlT SF VF\TlZS ;\ULT ;ìNI S[ ZFUvT\T]VM\
397QFQ9D VwIFI o ccDCFN[JL S[ SFjI D[ \ lX<5vlJWFGcc
SM h\S'T SZ N[TF C{ P ULlTvSFjI 5|WFG U]6 U[ITF VYJF
;\ULTFtDSTF S[ l,/ ZFUvZFUlGIM\ SL VlGJFI"TF GCL\ C{ P p;S[
l,/ TM K\N VF{Z ,I SL VFJxISTF C{ P VG]E}lT SL TLJ|TF
p5I]ÉT XaNvIMHGF D[ \ -³, SZ 5|FS'lTS ;\ULT SL ;'lQ8 SZTL
C{ P DCFN[JL S[ ULTM\ D[ \ XaNv;\ULT S[ ;FY HM ,I VF{Z 5|JFC C{
JC pGS[ SMD,vDW]Z EFJM\ S[ VlEjI\HS C{ \ o
ccSCF¶ \ ;[ VFI[ AFN, SF,[ m
@@@@@ SHZFZ[ DTJF,[ mcc23
      x   x   x
D]BZ l5S CF{,[ AM, ¦
C9L,[ CF{,[vCF{,[ AM, Pcc24
p5I] "ÉT ULTM\ D[ \ J6M" SL S,FtDS IMHGF ;[ XaN
;\ULT SF VF{Z ,MUvULTM\ SL ,IFtDS X{,L ;[ :JZv;\ULT  SF
DW]Z ;DgJI C]VF C{ P V5G[ ULTM\ D[ \ DCFN[JL SCTL C{ \o ccD[Z[ ULT
VwIFtD S[ VD}T" VFSFX S[ GLR[ ,MSvULTM\ SL WZTL 5Z 5,[
C{ \ Pcc25 A|H SL ;]5|l;â ,MSW]G cZl;IFc SF 5|EFJ pGS[ lGdGl,lBT
ULT D[ \ 5lZ,1I C{ o
ccD{ \ ÉIM\ 5}K} ¶ \ IC lJZC v lGXF
lSTGL ALTL ÉIF X[QF ZCL mcc26
:JZ S[ VFZMCvVJZMC HCF¶ \ EFJFlEjI\HG D[ \ ;CFIS
CMT[ C{ \ P JCL\ J[ ULT SM ,I VF{Z 5|JFC 5|NFG SZT[ C{ \ P ,IvlJWFG
398QFQ9D VwIFI o ccDCFN[JL S[ SFjI D[ \ lX<5vlJWFGcc
S[ l,/ DCFN[JL G[ XF:+LI ZFUM\ SF VFzI GCL\ l,IF P EFJFG]~5
K\NM\ SF 5|IMU SZS[ CL pgCM\G[ V5G[ ULTM\ SL U]~TF SM A-³FIF C{ v
cc/S AFZ VFVM .; 5Y ;[
D,I VlG, AG C[ lRZ R\R, Pcc27
ULT SM 5|EFJXF,L AGFG[ D[ \ p;SL c8[Sc SF AC]T
VlWS IMUNFG CMTF C{ P ;\5}6" ULT D[ \ ;\RlZT CMG[JF,L D},
EFJvWFZF SM nMlTT SZG[ S[ SFZ6 p;SF DCtJ VF{Z A-³ HFTF
C{ P c8[Sc SL VFJ'lT AFZvAFZ CMTL C{¸ VTo D}, EFJ SM jI\lHT
SZG[ VF{Z zMTF IF 5F9S SM VFSlQF"S SZG[ IMuI4 p5I]ÉT VF{Z
;8LS c8[Sc SF R]GFJ VFJxIS CM HFTF C{ P
DCFN[JL S[ ULTM\ SL c8[Sc lHTGL z]lTvDW]Z C{ pTGL
CL EFJFlEjIlÉT D[ \ ;DY" P .;SL 5]lQ8 S[ l,/ SlT5I pNFCZ6
5IF"%T C{ o
s1f cc5],S 5],S pZ4 l;CZ l;CZ TG
VFH GIG VFT[ ÉIM\ EZvEZ mcc28
s2f ccSF{G T]D D[Z[ ìNI D[ \ mcc29
s3f ccD]:SFTF ;\S[T EZF GE
Vl, ÉIF l5|I VFG[ JF,[ C{ mcc30
s4f lJZC SF H,HFT HLJG lJZC SF H,HFTF Pcc31
s5f ccIC D\lNZ SF NL5 .;[ GLZJ H,G[ NM Pcc32
399QFQ9D VwIFI o ccDCFN[JL S[ SFjI D[ \ lX<5vlJWFGcc
p5I] "ÉT 5C,[ pNŸWZ6 D[ \4 XaNM\ SL VFJ'lT VF{Z ,3] DF+F
JF,[ J6M" \ S[ 5|R]Z 5|IMU ;[ ìNI SL lJCŸJ,TF /J\ VFS],TF
jI\lHT CMTL C{ P N};Z[ D[ \4 l5|ITD SL ZC:IDITF ;[ ìNI SL
:JFEFlJS lH7F;F SF AMW CMTF C{ P TL;Z[ D[\4 l5|I S[ VFUDGv;}RS
;\l:DT VFSFX ;[ l5|ITD SL EjITF VF{Z 5|EFJXFl,TF SL 5|TLlT
CMTL C{ P ;\ElJT l5|IvlD,G S[ CQFM"<,F; ;[ ;D:T VFSFX D\0,
5|;gG CM p9F C{ P .; D[ \ l5|I S[ EFJFJ[U SF ZD6LI 5|SFXG C]VF
C{ P RF{Y" D[ \ lJZCvJ[NGF SL 5|A,TF ;[ lJIMlUGL SF HLJG CL
lJZCDI CM UIF C{ P c8[Sc SL VFJ'lT ;[ 3GLE}T J[NGF jIÉT CMTL
C{ P 5F¶ \RJ[ D[ \4 GLZJ H,G[ JF,F NL5 lGZ\TZ ;FWGF4 lGQ9F VF{Z
ST"jI 5ZFI6TF SM nMlTT SZTF C{ P
VF\TlZS VFJ[U S[ VG]S}, XaNvU] \OG VF{Z V1FZD{l+ ;[
DCFN[JL S[ ULTM\ D[ \ :JFEFlJS ,I VF{Z 5|JFC C{ P ULTM\ SL c8[Sc
S[gãLI EFJM\ SM 5|X:T SZG[ D[ \ 5}6"To ;1FD C{ \4 EFJM\ SF VG]SZ6
SZ ;SG[ IMuI GFNvU]6 ;d5gG J6M" \ SF S]X, 5|IMU SZS[ pgCM\G[
V5G[ ULTM\ SM lJ,1F6 ;F{gNI" 5|NFG lSIF C{ P
2.2 5|TLS v IMHGF o| || |
VFW]lGS VF,MRGF D[ \ jIJìT c5|TLSc V\U| [HL S[ cl;\A,c
XaN SF lCgNL ~5F\TZ C{ P SFjIv;\NE" D[\ 5|I]ÉT c5|TLSc D[\ jIF5STF
VF{Z ;}1D VY"JTF CMTL C{ P JC DF+ ;FDFgI ;\S[T VYJF :Y},
VY" nMlTT GCL\ SZTF4 Vl5T] VG[SFG[S VYM" \ SM ;\5| [lQFT SZG[ D[ \
;DY" CMTF C{ P
400QFQ9D VwIFI o ccDCFN[JL S[ SFjI D[ \ lX<5vlJWFGcc
DCFN[JL JDF" SF 5|TLS NX"G cGLCFZc S[ DMCS I]U ;[ ,[SZ
cNL5lXBFc S[ :J%GM\ ;[ 5],lST I]U SF l:YZ lR¿ ;[ C]VF C{ P SM>
EL 5|FS'lTS p5SZ6 pGSL 5{GL ¹lQ8 ;[ GCL\ AR 5FIF C{ P 5lZ6FDTo
5|S'lT S[ lJlJW ~5M\ SF lR+6 pGS[ SFjIM\ D[ \ 5|F%T CMTF C{ P
DCFN[JL S[ 5|TLS VlWSF\XTo ~-³ C{ P pGS[ 5|TLSM\ SF 5lZRI
¹Q8jI C{  o
2.2.1 NL5S o
DCFN[JLHL G[ V5G[ SFjIM\ D[ \ NL5S SF 5|TLS ~5 D[ \ VtIlWS
5|IMU lSIF C{ P IC pGSF l5|I 5|TLS C{ P IC SFjI D[ \ XFxJT
R[TGF4 DFGJFtDF4 HLJG /J\ 5| [D SF 5|TLS AGSZ VFTF C{ P NL5S
S[ ;TT 5|SFX D[ \ VFwIFltDS R[TGF SF :J6" l53,vl53,SZ
pGSL EFJGF SF pNFTLSZ6 SZTF C{4 lH; NL5S S[ H,G[ S[
DFwID ;[ J[ HLJG SL J[NGF jI\lHT SZTL C{ p;L S[ ;CFZ[ J[
lGZ\TZ H,SZ l5|ITD SL 5|TL1FF EL SZGF RFCTL C{ P HLJGvNL5S
SM H,FSZ J[ VF,MS O{,FGF RFCTL C{ P .; 5|TLS S[ DFwID ;[
pGSF 5|EFJXF,L jIlÉTtJ ¹lQ8vUMRZ CMTF C{ P D\lNZ D[ \ ZFT S[
/SFgT D[ \ lGZ\TZ H,G[JF,[ NL5 ;[ VFtDF SL p¾¾J,TF4 /SlGQ8TF4
VFS\]l9T ;FWGM\4 5lJ+ lGD",TF TYF lNjITF SF AMW CMTF C{ P ICL
SFZ6 C{ lS pGS[ SFjI D[ \ UCG VJ;FN4 lGZFXF4 S]^9F4 D'tI]4 XMS4
EI\SZ lR\TF SF ZF¾I GCL\ C{ P pGS[ V7FGHgI ;F\;FlZS 5|,MEGM\
TYF VFSQF"6M\ SF DMC GCL\ C{ P NL5S DCFN[JLHL SL HLJG ~5L
SlJTF D[ \ XFxJTŸ R[TGF SF 5|TLS AGSZ VlEjIÉT C]VF C{ P
401QFQ9D VwIFI o ccDCFN[JL S[ SFjI D[ \ lX<5vlJWFGcc
SJlI+L G[ lJlEgG VYM"\ D[\ .;SF 5|IMU lSIF C{ HM N[BG[ IMuI C{ v
cch\hF C{ lNuE|FgT ZFT SL D}rKF" UCZL4
VFH 5]HFZL AG[4 ¾IMlT SF IC ,3] 5|CZL4
HA TS ,F{8[ lNG SL C,R,4
TA TS IC HFU[UF 5|lT5,4
Z[BFVM\ D[ \ EZ VFEFvH,4
 N}T ;F\ ¶ \h SF .;[ 5|EFTL TS R,G[ NM ¦
IC D\lNZ SF NL5 .;[ GLZJ H,G[ NM Pcc33
x   x   x
ccDW]ZvDW]Z D[Z[ NL5S H,4
I]UvI]U 5|lTlNG 5|lT1F6 5|lT5,
l5|ITD SF 5Y VF,MlST SZ Pcc34
ccT} H,vH,SZ lHTGF CMTF 1FI
JC ;DL5 VFTF K,GF DI4
DW]Z lD,G D[ \ lD8 HFTF T}4
p;SL p¾HJ, l:DT D[ \ 3],vlD, Pcc35
x   x   x
ccDMDv;F TG 3], R]SF4
VA NL5v;F DG H, R]SF C{ Pcc36
x   x   x
ccNL5 D[Z[ H, VS\l5T 3], VR\R, ¦
l;\W] SF prKŸJF; 3G C{
402QFQ9D VwIFI o ccDCFN[JL S[ SFjI D[ \ lX<5vlJWFGcc
Tl0³T4 TD SF lJS, DG C{
ELlT ÉIF GE C{ jIYF SF
VF¥;]VM\ ;[ l;ÉT V\R, Pcc37
2.2.2 IF+L o
DCFN[JL SL ;\5}6" SlJTF /S lJlR+ :J%G,MS SL IF+F C{ P
.;L S[ 5lZ6FD ~5 IF+Fv;\A\WL 5|TLSM\ S[ 5|lT ~lR CMGF :JFEFlJS
C{ P ;FWGF 5Y S[ 5lYS SM lJwG /J\ /SFSL5G lJRl,T SZG[ D[ \
V;DY" ;FlAT CMT[ C{ \ P pGS[ .; 5|TLS ;[ ;FWGF SL ¹-³TF /J\
;\S<5 SL l:YZTF SF AMW CMTF C{ P lGdGl,lBT pNFCZ6 NX"GLI
C{ v
cc5\Y CMG[ NM V5lZlRT
5|F6 ZCG[ NM VS[,F Pcc38
x   x   x
ccD{ \ G IC 5Y HFGTL ZL ¦
W}5 CM\ lJn]T Z[BF/¶ \4
Vz] CM U, TFlZSF/¥
KF E,[ ,[ \ VFH VUHU4 J[NGF 3Gv38F/¶ \ ¦
x   x   x
ccVl, lJZC S[ 5\Y D[ \ D{ \
TM G .lTvVY DFGTL ZL ¦cc39
x   x   x
403QFQ9D VwIFI o ccDCFN[JL S[ SFjI D[ \ lX<5vlJWFGcc
cSZ D]h[ .\lUT ATF lS;G[ T]h[ IC 5Y lNBFIF4
lTlDZ D[ \ V7FT N[XL ÉIM\ D]h[ T} BMH 5FIF ¦
VluGv5\YL D{ \ T]h[ N} ¶ \4 SF{Gv;F 5|lTNFG Pcc40
x   x   x
ccD{ \ lRZv5lYS4 J[NGF SF l,/ gIF; ¦
S]K Vz] S6 5F; ¦
lRZ A\W] 5Y VF5
5U RFI ;\,F5
N}Z l1FlTH SL 5lZlW CL ZCL GF5
CZ 5, D]h[ KF¶ \C CZ ;F¶ \; VFJF; ¦cc41
2.2.3  h\hF o\ \\ \
VFwIFltDS VG]E}lT SL VlEjIlÉT S[ l,/ h\hF SF 5|TLS
D]bI ~5 D[ \ U|C6 lSIF UIF C{4 lH;S[ DFwID ;[ J[ ;FWGF 5Y SL
AFWFVM\ SF AMW SZFTL C{ P H{;L lS v
ccRFCM TM N'U :G[C TZ, NM4
JTL" ;[ lGxJF; lJS, NM4
h\hF4 5Z C¶ \;G[ JF,[
pZ D[ \ EZ NL5S SL lh, lD, NM Pcc42
x   x   x
ccUH"G S[ X\BM\ ;[ CM S[4
VFG[ NM h\hF S[ hM\S[4
404QFQ9D VwIFI o ccDCFN[JL S[ SFjI D[ \ lX<5vlJWFGcc
BM,M ~â hZMh[4
D\lNZ S[ G ZCM äFZ SM ZMS[ mcc43
x   x   x
pZ SF NL5S lRZ :G[C VT,
X]lRv,F{ XT h\hF D[ \ lGxR,4
X]lW ;[ ELGL N]oB ;[ UL,L
JTL" ;L ;F¶ \; VX[QF ZCL ¦cc44
2.2.4  N5"6 o" "" "
DCFN[JLHL G[ N5"6 S[ DFwID ;[ HLJvDFIF TYF 5ZD
l5|I SL 5|TLSFtDS jI\HGF SL C{ P VFwIFltDS 5|6IFG]E}lT SL
VlEjIlÉT S[ l,/ pgCM\G[ VFwIFltDS 5|TLS N5"6 SF VJ,\AG
l,IF C{ P .;S[ l,/ pNFCZ6 ¹Q8jI C{ \ v
ccZC[ B[,T[ VF¶ \BvlDRF{GL
l5|I ¦ lH;S[ 5ZN[ D[ \ cD{ \c cT]Dc ¦
8}8 UIF JC N5"6 lGD"D Pcc45
x   x   x
ccTF{0³ N[TF BLhSZ HA TS G l5|I IC D'N],vN5"6
N[B ,[ p;S[ VWZ ;l:DT4 ;H, N'U4V,B VFGG
VFZ;Lv5|lTlA\A SF SA lRZ C]VF HU :G[CvGFTF Pcc46
.; 5|SFZ DCFN[JL JDF" ZC:IDI 5|TLS4 ;FWGFtDS 5|TLS4
5|FS'lTS 5|TLS4 /[lTCFl;S 5|TLS4 5F{ZFl6S 5|TLS4 lJZCvjIYF v
405QFQ9D VwIFI o ccDCFN[JL S[ SFjI D[ \ lX<5vlJWFGcc
l;ÉT 5|TLSM\ TYF ~5v;F{gNI"  VFlN S[ lJlEgG 5|TLSM\ SM
VlEjI\lHT SZTL C{\ P pGS[ ;EL 5|TLSM\ D[\ pGSF V5GF5G VlEjIÉT
C]VF C{ P pGS[ 5|TLSM\ SF ;\l1F%T 5lZRI .; 5|SFZ C{ v
O}, v ;]B SF 5|TLS
S,L v ;]gNZL SF 5|TLS
5JG v 5| [DL SF 5|TLS
E|DZ v D]ÉT lJ,F; SF 5|TLS
;FUZ v ;\;FZ RÊ SF 5|TLS
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N}Z 3Z D{ \ 5Y ;[ VGHFG P
N]B D[ \ HFU p9F V5G[5G SF ;MTF ;\;FZ¸
;]B D[ \ ;M> ZL l5|Iv;]lW SL V:O]8 ;L h\SFZ¸
CM UI[ ;]BvN]oB /S ;DFG Pcc97
5|YD pâZ6 D[\ TLG RZ6 ;M,C DF+F JF,[ RF{5F> S[ TYF /S
RZ6 TL; DF+FVM\ JF,[ TF8\S SF C{ P ULT SF :YFIL 8[S TF8\S
K\N D[ \ Aâ C{ P läTLI pâZ6 D[ \ ;M,C DF+FVM\ JF,[ RF{5F> K\N D[ \
ULT SL 8[S C{ P läTLI VF{Z T'TLI RZ6 ;Z;L IF ClZ5N S[ C{ \
lH;D[\ ;¿F>; DF+F/¶ \4 uIFZC 5Z IlT VF{Z RZ6F\T D[ \ U]~v,3] SF
lJWFG C{ P .; 5|SFZ /SFlWS K\N S[ ;DgJI ;[ HCF¶ \ VlEjI\HGF
431QFQ9D VwIFI o ccDCFN[JL S[ SFjI D[ \ lX<5vlJWFGcc
ZD6LI CM UIL C{ JCL\ ZFUFtDS AMW EL ;XÉT CM UIF C{ P
2.6 JÊMlÉT o
;FWFZ64:JFEF lJS VYJF VlEWFZS SYG ; [  lEgG4
V;FWFZ64 lJ,1F6 VYJF J{NuwI5}6" plÉT SM JÊMlÉT SCF UIF
C{ P SlJvSF{X, S[ RDtSFZ /J\ XaNFY" S[ lJlR+ 5|IMU ;[ 5|lT5Fn
lJQFI D[ \ V5}J" ZD6LITF VF HFTL C{ lH;S[ EFJG ;[ ;ìNI RDtS'T
CM p9TF C{ P ìNI SM VFCŸ,FlNT SZG[JF,L ,MSM¿Z RDtSFlZ6L
plÉT SFjI SM ptSQF" 5|NFG SZTL C{ P JÊMlÉT SFjI SF VFJxIS
WD" C{ P JÊMlÉT l;âF\T S[ 5|JT"S VFRFI" S] \TS G[ JÊMlÉT SM
SFjIv;F{gNI" S[ 5IF"I S[ ~5 D[ \ :YFl5T lSIF C{ P lJQFI SL
;]1DTF /J\ U\ELZTF S[ VG]~5 CL VlEjI\HGFvX{,L D[ \ JÊTF VYJF
JFuJ{NuwI SL V5[1FF ZCTL C{ P
KFIFJFN SL SFjIvX{,L D[ \ JÊMlÉT SF lJX[QF DCÀJ C{ P
SlJ ; }1DFlT; }1D EFJM \  SF 5 |SFXG SZG [JF, [ DCFN [JL S [
5|6IvlJWFG SFjI D[ \ EFJv5| [lZT JÊMlÉT SF VG\T /[xJI" C{ P
JÊM lÉT S [  VG [S E [ N  C {  o  H {; [  J6 "v lJgI F;v JÊTF 4
5Nv5}JF"W"vJÊTF4 5Nv5ZF3"vJÊTF VFlN P DCFN[JL S[ ULTM\ D[ \ .G
JÊTFVM\ SF ;]gNZ lG~56 C]VF C{ P S]K pNFCZ6 ãQ8jI C{ \ o
ccGLZJ GE S[ GIGM\ 5Z
lC,TL C{ ZHGL SL V,S[\4cc98
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5|:T]T 5|SZ6 D[ \ J\XL VF{Z 5F\RHgI S[ ~-³ VY" 5Z /S VgI VY"
SF VwIFZM5 lSIF UIF C{ P J\XL S[ :JZ D[ \ X \BGFN C{ P
VFG\Nvp<,F; SM tIFUSZ pt;FC VF{Z ST"jI EFJ ;[ I]ÉT CMSZ
;\S8 8F,G[ SF pNŸAMWG SJlI+L SF VlEQ8 C{ P
lS\lRTŸ ;\A\W DF+ ;[4 V5|:T]T VF{Z 5|:T]T lJQFI S[
;FDFgI WD" 5Z VE[N VFZM5 SZS[ plÉT D[ \ RDtSFZ ,FGF CL
p5RFZvJÊTF C{ P ;DTF S[ VFWFZ 5Z VE[N :YFl5T SZG[ S[
SFZ6 .;D[\ ,1F6F /J\ ~5S SF ;F{gNI" ,l1FT CMTF C{ o
ccU],F,M\ ;[ ZlJ SF 5Y ,L5
H,F 5lxRD D[ \ 5C,F NL54
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5Y ,L5GF4 NL5 H,FGF4 lJC\;GF VF{Z ;]CFlUG CMGF DFGJ SL
lÊIF C{ P .G WDM" SF VFZM5 ;\wIF 5Z SZS[ p;SF DFGJLSZ6 lSIF
UIF C{ P cNL5c SF ,1IFY" C{ TFZF l8DlD8FGF NMGM\ SF ;DFG WD" C{ P
;\wIF ;DI VFSFX D[ \ V~l6DF KF HFTL C{4 ;}IF":T CMT[ CL 5lxRD
D[\ TFZF lGS, VFTF C{ P .G ;D:T 5|FS'lTS SFI"vjIF5FZM\ SF
;DFGTF S[ VFWFZ 5Z DFGJLSZ6 lSIF UIF C{4 lH;;[ plÉT ;[
;F{gNI" J'lâ C]> C{ P
5N5ZFW"JÊTF SM 5|tIIvJÊTF EL SCF HFTF C{4 ÉIM\lS JC
5Z;U" 5Z VFlzT CMTL C{ P .;S[ EL VG[S E[N C{ P S]K pNFCZ6
5|:T]T C{ o
ccVFH YS[ RZ6M\ G[ ;}G[ TD D[ \ lJn]TŸ ,MS A;FIF4cc102
STF" RZ6 SF lJX[QF6 C{ cYS[c4 cTDc SF lJX[QF6 C{ c;}GFc
YS[ RZ6 ;}G[ TD D[\ lJn]Tv,MS A;FT[ C{\ P jI\uIFY" C{ o lGZFXFrKgG
l:YlT D[ \ VFXF SF ;\RFZ CMT[ CL ìNI /S V5}J" pt;FC ;[ EZ p9TF
C{ P UlTXL, CMT[ CL HLJG SL X}gITF VF{Z GLZ;TF ;DF%T CM HFTL
C{ P YS[ RZ6 EL lJn]TŸ SLv;L UlT 5|F%T SZ ,[T[ C{ \ P ICF¶ \ R[TG
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lSIF UIF C{ P
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;],FIF HF ZCF CM P
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DCFN[JLHL SL S,F SF HgD V1FI ;F{gNI" S[ D}, ;[4 lNjI
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VFW]lGS lCgNL SFjI SL H0³\ [ EFZT[gN]I]U D[ \ ¹xIDFG CMTL
C{ \ P lJlEgG 5lZl:YlTIM\ SF ;FDGF SZT[ v SZT[ SFjI S[ lJQFI
EL p;L S[ VFWFZ 5Z AGG[ ,U[ P lH; D[ \ D}, 5|J'l¿ N[Xv5| [D SL
ZCL P läJ[NLI]U G[ .gCL\ EFJM\ SM pHFUZ lSIF VF{Z ,1I TS
5C¥ ]RFG[ SF 5|RFZ lSIF P ICF¶ \ lCgNL SFjI SM lJ:T'T O,S EL
5|F%T C]VF P .; O,S D[\ GIL 5|J'l¿IM\ SF 5|J[X KFIFJFNL SlJIM\
S[ SFjIM\ ;[ C]VF P X]~ D[ \ KFIFJFN SF EL :JZ N[Xv5| [D J
;FDFlHS ptYFG SF ZCF P KFIFJFN SL D},To 5|J'l¿ ICL AGL lS
.G SlJIM\ G[ 5|S'lT D[ \ V,F{lSS >xJZ sl5|ITDf S[ NX"G lSI[ P
DCFN[JLG[ V5GL .;L ;\J[NGFVM\ SM SFjIFlEjIlÉT NL P lHG;[
KFIFJFN D[\ CL GCL\ lSgT] lCgNL ;FlCtI D[\ DCFN[JL G[ V5GF V,FINF
:YFG 5|F%T lSIF P
lCDv;L p¾¾J,4 H,v;L lGD",4 S];]Dv;L SMD,4 ;FlÀJS
U]6M\ ;[ 5lZ5}6" DCFN[JL S[ jIlÉTtJ D[ \ VGMBF5G C{ P pgCM\G[
;DFH SL ;FDFlHS jIJ:YF SM UC[Z ~5 D[ \ 88M,F C{4 ZFHGLlT
S[ NF¶ \Jv5|RM\ SM 5|BZTF ;[ E[NF C{4 ;DFH SM A]ZF.IM\ SL VF{Z
3;L8G[JF,L p;[ BMB,F AGFG[JF,L N]NF"gT XlÉTIM\ SM BL\RSZ
;FDG[ ,FG[ SF 5|ItG lSIF C{ P DCFN[JLHL V5G[ 1F6vE\U]Z HLJG
SM ;DFH SL ;[JF D[ \ ;Dl5"T SZ N[GF RFCTL C{ P DFTFvl5TF VF{Z
5lZJ[X ;[ ;\:SFZ U|C6 SZS[4 V5G[ pNFT ;\J[NG SM S~6F ;[
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l;ÉT SZS[ V5GL ZRGFVM\ SM ;ìNIv;\J[n AGFIF C{ P lCgNL
;FlCtI D[ \ DCFN[JL SF lJX[QF :YFG C{ P pGS[ ;FlCltIS IMUNFG ;[
Un VF{Z 5n NMGM\ ;D'â C]/ C{ \ P 5n ;FlCtI D[ \ jIÉT J{IlÉTS
VG]E}lT D[ \ GFZL ;],E ;\SMR4 ;\J[NG VF{Z S~6F D[ \ pNFTTF TYF
VFwIFltDS lR\TG D[\ ZC:IFtDSTF C{ P J[ SFjI D[\ lGTF\T jIlÉTlGQ9
C{ \ P VG]E}lT lSgT] pGSF Unv;FlCtI 5}6"To lGJ{IlÉTS4 ;\J[NG
I]ÉT4 lGE"I VF{Z VMH5}6" C{ \ P Un D[ \ ;FDFgIHG S[ 5Ll0³T HLJG
SF VFT":JZ VlWSFZM\ S[ 5|lT ;R[T SZG[JF,F VMH:JL :JZ4 U\ELZ
NFX"lGS lR\TG4 5|F {-³ ;FlCltIS lJJ[RG VF[Z ;F{ \NI"DI ;Z,EFJ
D]BlZT C]VF C{ P
DCFN[JL SF ;d5}6" SFjI ULlT SFjI C{ P SMD,EFJ4 DW]Z
S<5GF VF{Z UCG J[NGF SL VlJZ, VlEjIlÉT S[ l,/ ULTvSFjI
CL p5I]ÉT C{ P pGSL 5F¥RM\ D}, S'lTIM\ clGCFZc4 cZlxDc4 cGLZHFc4
c;F\wIULTc VF{Z cNL5lXBFc D[ \ pGSL SFjI v 5|lTEF VF[Z SFjI v
R[TGF SF pTZM¿Z lJSF; ,l1FT CMTF C{ \ P lSXMZFJ:YF D[ \ 5|6LT
cGLCFZc D[ \ lSXMZ SJlI+L SL pt;]STF4 VlE,FQFF4 VS],FC8 VF{Z
J[NGF jI\lHT C{ P 5|6IL ìNI SL jIFS],TF cZlxDc TS VFT[ VFT[
l5|ITD S[ lR\TG D[ \ 5lZJlT"T CM UIL VF{Z ZC:IDI l5|ITD S[
:J~5 SM HFGG[ SL lH7F;F A,JTL CM UIL P lH7F;F SF XDG
CMT[ CL U\ELZ J[NGF D]BZ CM p8TL C{ P cGLZHFc S[ ULTM\ D[ \ VG]E}lT
SL TLJ|TF VlWS C{4 V\TD] "BL EFJGFVM\ SF 5|J'l¿ 5Z VFZM5 ;]B
VF{Z N]oB D[ \ ;FD\H:I :YFl5T SZG[ SF 5|ItG C{ P c;F\wIULTc D[ \
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VG]E}lT CL lR\TG SF lJQFI AGG[ ,UL P ;F\wIUUG S[ Z\UM\ D[ \ HLJG
SF Z\U -} ¶ \-G[JF,L SJlI+L lJZC SM CL ;FWGF VF{Z ;FwI :JLSFZ
SZ ,[TL C{ P ;]BvN]oB SL IC TFNFtDDIL VG]E}lT pNFTTF
SL EFJvE}lD 5Z 5C] ¶ \R SZ cNL5lXBFc AG HFTL C{4 HM lGZ\TZ
H,TL C]> HU S[ S6vS6 SM VF,MlST SZG[ SL SFDGF ;[ I]ÉT
C{ P HU S[ VFT"ÊgNG D[ \ SJlI+L SM V5GF ;]BvN]oB :DZ6 GCL\
ZC HFTF P N]oB S[ V\WSFZ D[ \ l3Z[ 5|Fl6IM\ S[ SQ8vlGJFZ6 C[T] JC
V5GF ìNIvNL5S H,F/ ZBTL C{ P l5|ITD ;[ lJZC SL 5ZFSFQ9F
lD,G SL VG]E}lT D[ \ 5lZJlT"T CM HFTL C{¸ ;FWGF lGJF"6 AG HFTL
C{4 X}, JZNFG AG HFT[ C{ P VEFJ D[ \ EFJ SL 5|TLlT SZ4 S6vS6
S[ :5X" ;[ CL lD,Gvpt;J DGFIF HFTF C{ P c5|YD VFIFDc S[
X{XJv5|IF; ;[ ,[SZ c;%T56F"c S[ 5lZ5ÉJ 5|IF; D[ \4 DF{l,STF
VF{Z VG]JFN D[ \ ;J"+ CL DCFN[JL S[ UlZDFDI jIlÉTtJ S[ NX"G
CMT[ C{ \ P
DCFN[JL S[ ;FlCltIS 1F[+ D[ \ 5NF5"6 S[ ;DI TS KFIFJFN
SF 5}6" lJSF; CM R]SF YF P 5'Q9E}lD S[ ~5 D[ \ KFIFJFN SM läJ[NL
I]U 5|F%T C]VF YF P ;DFHv;]WFZ4 GFZL pâFZ4 XMlQFTv5Ll0³T S[
5|lT ;CFG]E}lT SL EFJGF 5|A, CM R]SL YL P N[Xv5|[D VF{Z EFQFFv5|[D
SF :JZ D]BlZT YF P KFIFJFN SL ;FDFlHS R[TGF VlWS jIF5S
l;â C]> P VTLT S[ UF{ZJvUFG S[ DFwID ;[ ZFQ8=LITF SF :JZ EL
U} \ ¶HG[ ,UF YF P SFjI S[ 1F[+ D[ \ läJ[NLvI]ULG DFgITFVM\ SF B\0G
SZS[ SFjI SL SDGLITF VF{Z ZD6LITF SM 5]Go:YFl5T lSIF
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UIF P EFJ D[ \ GJLGTF VF{Z EFQFF D[ \ S<5GF lJlXQ8To ,F1Fl6STF
SF 5|IF; C]VF P :JFG]E}lTIM\ SL VlEjIlÉT S[ l,/ K858FTF
SlJ ìNI4 SFjIv~l-³IM\ SM TM0³TF /J\ S<5GF SL p0³FG EZTF
C]VF 5|S'lT VF{Z DFGJv;F{gNI" SL VF{Z pgD]B C]VF P JC ;DFH S[
;A;[ p5[l1FT JU"vGFZL SL TZO³ pgD]B C]VF P KFIFJFN I]U S[
5|D]B RFZ VFWFZ :T\E DFG[ UI[ C{ \ v HIX\SZ 5|;FN4 ;}I"SFgT
l+5F9L4 clGZF,Fc ;]lD+FG\NG 5\T VF{Z DCFN[JL JDF" P .G ;EL
DCFG lJE}lTIM\ SF lCgNL ;FlCtI D[ \ lJX[QF IMUNFG ZCF C{ \ P /[;L
CL 5'Q9E}lD D[ \ 5|J[X SZ DCFN[JL SL GJMgD[QFXFl,GL 5|lTEF G[ I]U
SL D}, ;\J [NGF SM 5ZBF VF {Z V5GL ;F {gNI"DIL 5 | [DFG ]E }lT
SM ,F1Fl6S TYF 5|lTSFtDS VlEjIlÉT 5|NFG SL P KFIFJFNL
I]ULG SJlI+L DCFN[JL JDF" /S IMUL SL EF¶ \lT l:YZ CM4 V5GL
TL16 N'lQ8 ;[ ;DU| HGvDG VF{Z 5|S'lT SF ;]1D VJ,MSG SZTL
ZCL C{ \ P
DCFN[JL SMD, EFJM\ SL SJlI+L C{ \ P VG[S ULTM\ SF D},
:JZ 5|6I4 J[NGF VF{Z S~6F C{ \ P ;CFG]E}lT VF{Z ;\J[NGF ;[
;\Jl,T CMSZ JC jIlÉTlGQ9 CMT[ C]/ EL ;DlQ8UT R[TGF ;[ I]ÉT
C{ P :JFG]E}lT 5ZS ULlTvSFjI D[ \ SMD, VF{Z DW]Z EFJM\ SL
lJJ'lT CL p5I]ÉT CMTL C{4 .;l,/ pG[S SFjI SF lJQFI jIF5S G
CMSZ ;LlDT C{ \ P
DCFN[JL G[ ;tI SM SFjI SF ;FwI VF{Z ;F{gNI" SM p;SF
;FWG :JLSFZ lSIF C{4 .;Ll,/ pGSL ¹lQ8 D[ \ SFjI S,F VgI
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,l,T S,FVM\ ;[ z[Q9 C{ P SFjI D[ \ A]lâ ìNI ;[ VG]XFl;T SF
;FD\H:I VJxI CMTF C{ P SlJTF ÉIM\lS ìNI SF :5X" SZTL C{
.;l,/ p;D[\ EFJ SL 5|WFGTF CM HFTL C{ P DCFN[JL SL SFjIUT
lJQFI J:T] D[ \ lJRFZ VF{Z VG]E}lT SF ;] \NZ ;DgJI C{ lSgT] G TM
pGS[ lJRFZM\ D[ \ CL J{lJwI C{ G EFJM\ D[ \ P J:T]To SFjI D[ \ WFlD"S4
VFlY"S4 ;FDFlHS VFlN lJRFZM\ S[ lJ:TFZ5}J"S 5|SFXG SF lJX[QF
VJSFX EL GCL\ ZCTF P DCFN[JL S[ SFjI D[ \ EFJGFVM\ SL SMD,TF
VF{Z lR\TG SL ;]1DTF C{ \ P HLJG S[ Hl8, VF{Z U}-³ ZC:IM\ S[
lR\TG D[ \ NFX"lGSTF :JTo VF HFTL C{ P NX"G SF ;\T]l,T ;DFJ[X
SFjI SM U\ELZTF /J\ l:YZTF 5|NFG SZTL C{ VF{Z ;FlCtI D[ \ 5|J[X
5FSZ NX"G SL GLZ;TF VF{Z AMlh,TF N}Z CM HFTL C{ P 5nl5
DCFN[JL S[ NFX"lGS lJRFZ 5|TLSM\ VF{Z ;\S[TM\ S[ DFwID ;[ jIÉT
C]/ C{ \4 TYFl5 S<5GF S[ Z\U VF{Z EFJGF S[ ;F{ \NI" ;[ J[ 5|F \H, VF{Z
;Z; CM p9[ C{ \ P
DCFN[JL SL ;\J[NGXL,TF SlJvìNI HLJG S[ 3FTM\v5|lT3FTM\
;[ lG:;\U GCL\ ZC 5FIF P ULTM\ D[ \ HCF¶ \ l5|I S[ 5|lT VFtDlGJ[NG C{4
5|6IFG]E}lT C{4 JCL\ pGS[ p¾HJ, HLJG NX"G4 VG]5D 5|S'lTv;F{ \NI"
VF{Z HLJGvHUTŸ S[ DFlD"S ;tIM\ SF pNŸ3F8G EL C{ P VFtD5ZS
ULTM\ D[ \ 5|6I lGJ[NG4 5|6IFlEjIlÉT4 lD,GFSF\1FF VF{Z lJCZvJ[NGF
jI\lHT C{ P DFGJ S[ ;]BvN]oB4 VFXFvlGZFXF4 ;\J[NGF4 S~6F4
DFGJTF4 SD"v;F{gNI" VFlN SM pgCM\G[ V5GL R[TGF SF 5|SFX NLIF
C{ P VFtDFv5ZDFtDF4 HLJGvD'tI] VF{Z ;\;FZ S[ 5|lT EL pGSL
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lJlXQ8 WFZ6F ZCL C{ P ;C:IDI 5ZD;¿F4 HLJFtDF ;[ p;SF
;\A\W4 HgDvDZ6 SF RÊ4 ;\;FZ SL VlGtITF VFlN SL RRF" SZT[
C]/ pgCM\G[ HLJG SL 5L0³FDIL VYJF p<,Fl;T 3l0³IM\ SF DFlD"S
5|SFXG lSIF C{ P pgCM\G[ N]oBNuW J;]WF S[ 5|lT ;\J[NGXL, CMSZ
5| [D VF{Z S~6F SF D\U,DI ;\N[X lNIF C{ P 5|S'lT S[ lJZF8Ÿ VF{Z
;}1D ~5M\ ;[ 5| [Z6F U|C6 SZS[ EFJFlEjIlÉT SZG[ S[ VlTlZÉT
5|S'lT SM R[TG ;\lUGL DFGSZ p;S[ lJlEgG ;F{gNI" ~5M\ SF 5|SFXG
SZG[ D[ \ DCFN[JL SM V5}J" ;O,TF lD,L C{ \ P VF,MS S[ 5|lT
VFSQF"6 G[ CL pGSM NL5S S[ 5|lT VF:YFJFGŸ AGFIF P 5lZJ[XHgI
;\:SFZ S[ SFZ6 NL5S ;[ pGSF ZFU VgITD C{ P NL5S pGS[
HLJG VF{Z ;FlCtI NMGM\ S[ l,/ VFJxIS C{ \ P KM8[v;[ NL5v;[
5| [Z6F U|C6 SZ J[ EL :JI\ H,SZ N};ZM\ SM 5|SFX N[G[ D[ \ lJxJF;
ZBTL C{ \ P
J[NF\T NX"G ;[ 5|EFlJT SJlI+L G[ NX"G S[ 5|lT5Fn A|ï4
HLJ4 HUTŸ4 DFIF VF{Z D]lÉT 5Z 5|;\UJX V5G[ lJRFZ jIÉT lSI[
C{ \ P ;JF"lTXFIL A|ï CL .; ;'lQ8 SL pÀ5lT VF{Z l:YlT SF SFZ6
C{ \ P p; VG\T4 XlÉT ;\5gG4 V,F{lÉS VF{Z lNjI A|ï SF T[H:JL
;F{gNI" 5|S'lT S[ lJlEgG p5SZ6M\ D[ \ 5|lTEFl;T C{ \ P lGIlDT
UlTlJlWIM\ ;[ I]ÉT 5lZJT"G S[ VFWFZ4 VFlNvV\TvCLG4 V5FZ
¾IMlT4 :J~5 5ZD A|ï SL VFZFWGF S[ l,/ A|ï p5SZ6 SM
DCFN[JL G[ jIY" DFGF C{ \ P HLJG >xJZ SL ;JM"¿D ;'lQ8 C{ \ P 5\R
TÀJM\ ;[ lGlD"T :Y}, XZLZ D[ \ HLJ J{;[ CL lGJF; SZTF C{ \ H{;[
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;D]ã D[ \ ,CZ[ \ VF{Z NL5S D[ \ 5|SFX P VFtDF 5ZDFtDF ;[ VlEgG C{ P
GxJZ XZLZ S[ SFZ6 lEgGTF SF AMW CMTF C{ lSgT] N[C S[ GQ8 CMT[
CL 5|F6TÀJ 5ZDFtDF D[ \ ,LG CM HFTF C{ P VFtDFv5ZDFtDF SL
lEgGTF SF AMW DFIF S[ SFZ6 CMTF C{ P DFIF VlJnF VF{Z V7FG
SF 5IF"I C{ P GxJZ HUTŸ S[ 5|lT DMC SF SFZ6 DFIF CL C{ P V5G[
5|A, VFSQF"6 D[ \ AF¶ \W SZ JC HLJ SM GRFTL ZCTL C{ P A|ï SL
.rKF SF 5lZ6FD IC HUTŸ l+U]6FltDSF J'l¿ ;[ I]ÉT VF{Z 5lZJT"XL,
C{ P IC ;'lQ8 /S N5"6 S[ ;DFG C{4 lH;D[\ V;\bI HLJ 5|lTlA\A
CMT[    C{ \ P SJlI+L .; GxJZ HUTŸ S[ TF5 SM N}Z SZG[ VF{Z
5|Fl6IM\ SM ;]B N[G[ SL SFDGF SZTL C{ P p;[ D]lÉT SL SFDGF GCL\
C{ P HLJG SM ;lÊI AGFI[ ZBG[ S[ l,/ JC .rKFVM\ SL VFT'l%T
CL RFCTL    C{ P p;[ D'tI] ;[ EI GCL\ P D'tI] JFt;<IEFJ ;[ HLJG
SF z' \UFZ SZS[ p;[ 5]Go HUT D[ \ E[HG[ SF p5ÊD SZTL C{ P JC
lJxJHLJG SF p5;\CFZ C{ P
SFjI ;]B N]oBFtDS ;\J[NGM\ SL SYF C{ P ;\J[NG CL EFJ
C{ P EFJFG]E}lTIM¥ SL ;Z; VlEjI\HGF S[ l,/ DCFN[JL G[ SFjI SM
CL DFwID AGFIF C{ P pGS[ ULlTvSFjI D[ \ :YFIL EFJ SFD ZlT S[
läTLI 51F lJ5|,\E z'\UFZ SL DFlD"S VlEjIlÉT C]> C{ P 5|6IvJ[NGF
SL SJlI+L SM 5C,[4 lD,G SL TLJ| VFSF\1FF YL4 lSgT] lJIMUvjIYF
h[,T[vh[,T[ p;[ VEFJ HgI 5L0³F CL DW]Z ,UG[ ,UL P JC l5|ITD
SL ~5vDFW]ZL 5Z D]uW CMSZ EL p;D[\ ,LG G CMSZ V5GF 5'YSŸ
Vl:TtJ CL AGFI[ ZBGF RFCTL C{ P l5|Iv5Y S[ X},M\ ;[ %IFZ
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SZG[JF,L4 J[NGF D[ \ CL T'l%T SF VG]EJ SZG[JF,L SJlI+L 5|F6M\
S[ NL5 H,FSZ V5G[ ;}G[5G SM VF,MlST SZTL ZCTL C{ \ P SJlI+L
G[ 5L0³F SM ;\IlDT ~5 D[ \ VlEjIlÉT NL C{ P pgCM\G[ G TM UMl5IM\
SL TZC G[+M\ ;[ D[3M\ SM CZFIF C{ \4 G HD]GF D[ \ AF-³ CL pD0³F> C{ \ P
GFUDTL SL TZC ZÉT S[ VF¶ \;] pGSL VF¶ \BM\ ;[ GCL\ AC[ VF{Z G pG;[
JLZ AC]l8IF¶ \ CL AGTL C{ \ P 5Z\T] pGSL 5L0³F SF ;\;FZ lGZF,F C{ \ v
DG ;\T%T C{4 5|F6 H, ZC[ C{ \4 S;S p9TL C{4 lGxJF;[ \ NL3" CMTL C{4
XZLZ 1FFZ CM ZCF C{4 lOZ EL G SM> lXSFIT4 G lXSJF4 G lDgGT
C{4 G VFZH}4 G OlZIFN C{4 G RFC VF{Z G lZCF CMG[ SL ZFC P S[J,
3]8v3]8SZ DZ HFG[ SL CL ;FW C{ P .; lNjI 5| [D 5Z :JFY" ;[ 5}6"
V,F{lSS 5| [D S[ KL\8[ EL GCL\ lNBF> N[T[ .;l,/ TM IC 5| [D DCFG
C{4 VläTLI C{ DCFN[JLHL S[ SFjI D[ \ 5| [D S[ pNF¿LSZ6 SL 5|J'l¿
;J"+ lJnDFG C{ \ P .GSF 5| [D :Y}, XFZLlZS VFSQF"6 DF+ TS
;LlDT GCL\ P p;D[\ VFtDF S[ VCDŸ SF lJ;H"G /J\ ;D5"6 SF
ptSQF" C{ P SJlI+L G[ 5| [D SM V5G[ SFjIM\ D[ \ VtI\T DMCS VF{Z
;]RF~ ~5 D[ \ jI\lHT lSIF C{ \ P
DCFN[JL S[ 5| [D SF V5GF J{lXQ8ŸI C{ P 5|6IL ìNIM\ SL /S
CL SFDGF4 /S CL .rKF 5|A, CMTL C{ \ v l5|I ;[ lD,G¸ lSgT]
DCFN[JL SM l5|ITD äFZF 5|F%T lJZCvJ[NGF EL p; S[ ;DFG CL l5|I
C{ \ P pGS[ 5|F6M\ G[ lH; 5L0³F SM 5F, ZBF C{ JC EL l5|I S[ ;DFG
CL VG\T C{ \ P V;LD 5L0³F ;[ I]ÉT pGSF HLJG lNjI l5|ITD ;[
lS;L 5|SFZ EL KM8F GCL\ C{ VF{Z .; AFT SF pgC[ \ JU" EL C{ \ P
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J[NGFlTXITF D[ \ EL jIY" SF pgDFN 5|,I4 pä[U VF{Z E|F \lT G CMSZ
/S U\ELZTF4 l:YZTF VF{Z N'-TF CL ,l1FT CMTL C{ \ P l5|I S[ 5|;\U
D[ \ CL lJlEgG ;\RFlZIM\ SL DD"v:5XL" jI\HGF C]> C{ \ P VF{t;]ÉI4
R5,TF VF{Z J|L0³F S[ ;FY ;FY H0³TF4 jIFlW4 lJQFFN4 N{gI VF{Z
lR\TF SL EL ;O, lGA\WGF C]> C{ \ P
DCFN[JL S[J, V5G[ 5| [D VF{Z lJZC SF UFG CL GCL\ SZTL\4
Vl5T] DFGJTF4 S~6F VF{Z ;\J[NGF ;[ I]ÉT CMSZ 5ZM5SFZ S[ l,/
EL TÀ5Z ZCTL C{ P DFGJvS<IF6 VF{Z 5|Fl6 HUTŸ SL Z1FF S[ l,/
5|ItGXL, CMSZ :JFY"vtIFU S[ l,/ 5| [lZT SZTL C{ \ P SJlI+L S[
HLJG D[ \ S~6F VF{Z N]oB SF lJX[QF DCÀJ C{ \ P .; S~6F HU S[
TF5 SM N}Z SZG[ S[ l,/ D[3 AGSZ KF HFG[ SL SFDGF S[ D}, D[ \
p;SL S~6F CL C{ \ P VG\T .rKF/¶ \ VF{Z T'Q6F/¶ \ CL N]oB SF 5|D]B
SFZ6 C{ \ P V5GL .rKFVM\ ;[ pAZ SZ4 5ZDFY" S[ l,/ ;J":J tIFU
SZG[ D[ \ CL p;G[ HLJG SL ;FY"STF :JLSFZ SL C{ P lJxJ D\U, SL
SFDGF D[ \ JC V5G[ HLJG SF V6]vV6] U,F SZ 5|SFX SF 5|;FZ
SZG[ SL SFDGF SZTL C{ \ P
5|6I SF VFWFZ ZC:IDI4 lNjI VF{Z V,F{lSS A|ï CMG[ S[
SFZ6 DCFN[JL SL VlEjI\HGF D[\ ZC:IFtDSTF VF UIL C{ P VlJGFXL
VF{Z V7[I A|ï SM ;DhG[ S[ l,/ 7FG S[ ;FYv;FY 5| [D SF EL
VFzI ,[SZ SJlI+L G[ p;[ EL ;Z; VG]E}lTIM\ ;[ ZFUZ\lHT SZ
lNIF C{ \ P lJRFZXL, A]lâ VF{Z EFJFtDS ìNI S[ ;\T]l,T ;DgJI
;[ ZC:IvEFJGF SF ZD6LI p5:YF5G C]VF C{ P V,F{lSS 5| [D SM
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,F{lSS ~5SM\ D[\ AF¶ \W SZ DCFN[JL G[ V5GL VlEjIlÉT SM ;FZUlE"T
VF{Z ,Fl,tI5}6" AGFIF C{ \ P
5|S'lT DCFN[JL SL R[TGFv;\5gG ;\lUGL ZCL C{ P lGtIG}TG
,FJ^I ;[ I]ÉT CMSZ JC SJlI+L S[ ìNI SM GJLGTF SF AMW
N[SZ VFG\N ;[ EZ N[TL C{ P l5|ITD S[ V,F{lSS ;F{ \NI" SL 5|TLlT
SZG[ JF,L 5|S'lT p;SL VF:YF SM ;\A, 5|NFG SZTL C{ \ P DCFN[JL
S[ SFjI D[ \ A|ï S[ lJZF8Ÿ VF{Z EjI ~5F\SG ;[ ,[SZ DFGJvDG S[
,3]¿D EFJv5|SFXG TS ;J"+ 5|S'lT SL DGMCFZL E}lDSF ãlQ8UT
CMTL C{ \ P pGSL S]X, ,[BGL SF :5X" 5FSZ 5|S'lT S[ lJlJW Z\U
HUDUF p9[ C{ \ P
SFjI ,Fl,tIDIL XaN ZRGF C{ P XaN SF jIF5S VY" C{
EFQFF P DCFN[JL SL EFQFF VtI\T ;D'â C{ P KFIFJFNL EFQFF SF
;d5}6" ;F{gNI" pGS[ SFjI D[ \ N'lQ8UT CMTF C{ \ P EFQFF SF ;F{gNI"
;d5| [QF6v;FDyI"4 p;SL ;D'lâ VF{Z lJ:T'lT p;S[ XaNvE\0FZ D[ \
lGlCT C{ \ P SJlI+L S[ jIF5S XaNvE\0FZ D[ \ Tt;DŸ4 TNŸEJ4 N[XH4
lJN[XL /J\ VG]SZ6 D},S XaNM\ SL lGIMHGF C{¸ lSgT] 5|D]BTF
Tt;DŸ XaNM\ SL C{ \ P SFjIvEFQFF D[ \ XaN SF RIG VtI\T DCtJ5}6"
C{ P S]X, SJlI+LG[ EFJFlEjI\HS4 5|EFJJâ"S4 ;XÉT XaNM\ SF
RIG SZS[ VlEjIlÉT SM 5|F \H, AGFIF C{ \ P p;G[ K\NFG]S}, wJlG4
,I VF{Z 5|JFC S[ p5I]ÉT ;8LS XaNM\ SF 5|IMU SZS[ VY"vh\S'lT
pt5gG SL C{ P 5FxRFtI X{,LvlJ7FG D[ \ 5|I]ÉT lJR,G4 ;DFGF\TZTF
VFlN SF ;F{gNI" läU]l6T CM UIF C{ P JÊTF5}6" X{,L ;[ VlEjIlÉT
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D[ \ ;\S[TDITF VF UIL C{ P ,MSvHLJG SL WZTL ;[ V\S]lZT VF{Z
läU]l6T CM UIF C{ P JÊTF5}6" X{,L ;[ VlEjIlÉT D[ \ ;\S[TDITF
VF UIL C{ P ,MSvHLJG SL WZTL ;[ V\S]lZT VF{Z 5<,lJTv5]lQ5T
VlEjIlÉT X{,L D]CFJZ[ \ VF{Z ,MSMlÉTIM\ S[ ;\T]l,T 5|IMU ;[
;D'â C]> C{ P EFQFF SM HLJ\T VF{Z DFlD"S AGFG[ D[ \ D]CFJZM\ SF
;D]lRT IMUNFG C{ P DCFN[JL G[ 5Z\5ZFv5|Rl,T D]CFJZM\v,MSMlÉTIM\
SF 5|;\UFG]S}, 5|IMU SZS[ VY"v,Fl,tI SL ;'lQ8 SL C{ P
ìNIUT SMD, DW]Z EFJM\ SM ;F{gNI"DIL VlEjI\HGF 5|lJlW
;[ ;¥JFZ SZ SFjI S[ ~5 D[ \ 5|:T]T lSIF HFTF C{ P wJlG4 JÊMlÉT4
V,\SFZ4 lA\A4 5|TLS VFlN ;[ ;];l¾HT CMSZ ULT ;Z; /J\ lRT:5XL"
CM HFT[ C{ \ P DCFN[JL S[ SFjI lX<5 D[ \ lJlJWTF GCL\ C{ P SMD,4
DW]Z 5|6I EFJM\ S[ VG]~5 pgCM\G[ ULT SM CL VlEjI\HG SF DFwID
AGFIF P ULT D[ \ SlJ S[ V\To:O}T" VFJ[U SF ;CH prK,G CMTF
C{4 .;l,/ p;D[\ UtIFtDSTF VF{Z ;\ULTDITF CMTL C{ P ;\ULT SL
;'lQ8 S[ l,/ z]lTDW]Z /J\ ,3] VFSFZ JF,[ ,IFtDS K\N SF 5|IMU
CMTF C{ P DCFN[JL S[ ULTM\ D[\ VFtDFlEjIlÉT SL TLJ|TF4 EFJ5|J6TF4
ZFUFtDS VG]E}lT SL >SF>4 ;\ULTFtDS ,I VF{Z 5|JFC4 ;\l1F%TTF4
S,FtDS X{,L4 K\NM\ SL EFJFG]S}, IMHGF VFlN ULTvSFjI S[
VlGJFI" TÀJM\ SF 5|EFJ5}6" ;\IMHG C]VF C{ P KFIFJFNL 5|S'lT S[
VG];FZ pGS[ ULTM\ D[ \ VFtDFlEjIlÉT SL 5|WFGTF C{ P EFJ5|J6
ULTM\ D[ \ TLJ| VFJ[U GCL\ Vl5T] U\ELZTF C{ P VG]E}lT SL VlgJlT
,FJ^IDIL C{ P ;\ULTFtDS ,I VF{Z 5|JFC ;[ I]ÉT ULTM\ SF
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;FSFZ ;\l1F%T lSgT] 5|EFJ5}6" C{ P S,FtDS X{,L VF{Z EFJFG]S},
K\NM\ SL IMHGF SZS[ SJlI+L G[ ULTM\ SL J'lâ SL C{ \ P
V5|:T]T SYG SL ;F\S[lTS 5âlT CMG[ S[ SFZ6 5|TLS
jI\HGF 5Z VFlzT CMT[ C{ \ P ;}1D ;F{gNI" VF{Z lJlJW EFJFG]E}lTIM\
SL DFlD"S jI\HGF S[ l,/ VY"UF{ZJ5}6" 5|TLS lJWFG DCFN[JL S[
SFjI SL VgITD lJX[QFTF C{ P ;LlDT lSgT] ;XÉT 5|TLSM\ SL
IMHGF ;[ pGSL VlEjI\HGF ;Z; VF{Z ;FY"S CM UIL C{\ P 5|;\UFG]S},
GJLG 5|TLSFtDS XaNM\  SL  ;lgGlW  S[ SFZ6 /SZ;TF SF
;DgJI C]VF C{ \ P
SFjIvlX<5 S[ VlGJFI" V\U lA\A S[ lJWFG D[ \ DCFN[JL SL
;F{gNI"vR[TGF V5GL RZD ;LDF 5Z lNBFIL N[TL C{ P pgCM\G[ /[;L
S]X,TF VF{Z S,FtDSTF S[ ;FY lA\AM\ SF lJWFG lSIF C{ lS 5|;\U
VF{Z 5lZJ[X HLJ\T CM DFG; D[ \ pEZ VFT[ C{ \ P DFGJ4 5|S'lT /J\
;\:S'lT ;[ VFIFlTT lA\A ;XÉT /J\ 5|EFJ5}6" C{ \ P 5|FS'lTS
p5SZ6M\ SM DFGJLI v ;\J[NGF ;[ I]ÉT lNBFG[ D[ \ J[ l;â C{ \ P
SJlI+L SL lJX[QFTF IC C{ lS p;G[ 5Z\5ZFUT lA\AM\ SM VlEGJ
VFIFD N[SZ pgC[ \ ;F{Q9J5}6" AGFIF C{ \ P 5|A, VFJ[U S[ VEFJ VF{Z
S<5GF SL ;LlDT p0³FG S[ SFZ6 pGS[ lA\AM\ D[ \ J{lJwI GCL\ C{ \ P
DCFN[JLG[ SFjI S[ XMEFSFZS WD" V,\SFZM\ ;[ lJE}lQFT
SZS[ V5G[ EFJv;\5| [QF6 SM ,l,T AGFIF C{ P J6M" 5Z VFW'T
XaNF,\SFZ GFNv;F{gNI" ;[ I]ÉT CMSZ ;ìNI S[ ZFUT\T]VM\ SM
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h\S'T SZ N[T[ C{ P p5DF4 ~5S4 pt5|[1FF4 NL5S4 lGNX"GF4 DFGJLSZ6 VFlN
VYF",\SFZM\ S[ ;]RF~ ;lgGJ[X ;[ pGS[ ULTM\ SL ;]QFDF A-³ UIL
C{ \ P
SlJ SL ZFUFtDS R[TGF SM VlWSFlWS ;d5| [QF6LI AGFG[ D[ \
K\N SF DCÀJ5}6" IMUNFG C{ P KFIFJFN G[ ~l-³Aâ K\NM\ SF V\W
5|IMU G SZS[ pGD[\ GJLGTF SF ;DFJ[X lSIF P DCFN[JL G[ ULlTvSFjI
S[ VG]~5 DFl+S K\NM\ SF 5|IMU lSIF C{ P EFJFG]S}, XaNv;\IMHG4
V\tIFG]5|F; ,I VF{Z 5|JFC SL ;CHTF ;[ K\NM\ SL 5|EFJXFl,TF
A-³ UIL C{ P ;BL4 ~5DF,F4 5LI}QFJQF"4 z' \UFZ4 RF{5F>4 5âlZ4
ZFlWSF VFlN K\NM\ ;[ ULlT SL l5|ITF ;\ULTDITF läU]l6T CM
UIL C{ P
JÊMlÉT EL SFjI SF VFJxIS WD" C{ P ìNI SM RDtS'T
/J\ VFCŸ,FlNT SZG[JF,L plÉT ;[ SFjI SF ptSQF" CMTF C{ P lJQFI
SL ;}1DTF /J\ U\ELZTF S[ VG]~5 DCFN[JL S[ VG]~5 DCFN[JL S[
ULTM\ D[ \ JÊMlÉTvJ{lRœI C{ \ P
DCFN[JL SF ;\5}6" ;FlCtI ;ZFCGLI C{ P VG]E}lT HLJG ;tI
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